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PREFACE

Efforts in the past to correlate and establish racies relationships among seTeral named units of the Chickamauga and equivalent rocks
in the Valley and Ridge province have led to

niany

conflicting opinions.

At the suggestion of Dr. Robert E. McLaughlin of the Department
of Geology and Geography, The University of Tennessee, the following
study of a portion of the Lenoir Limestone, one of the units inwlved
in the contronrsy, was undertaken. The writer wishes to express his
deepest gratitude to Dr. McLaughlin for his encourag~m.ent, S11ggestions,
criticiS111, and guidance throughout the course of the field work and
preparation of the manuscript.

Thanks are due also to Drs. ·Harry J.

llepser and George D. Swingle for enlightening discussions of the
problem and for helpful criticism in reviewing the thesis.
~

fellow graduate students extended assistance and offered

useful suggestions during the course of the ~nvestigation, and a special
debt is owed to one, Mr. Sam Pickering, Jr., for making specimen
photographs used in the thesis. For many hours contributed to assisting him in assembling fossil collections and measuring sections in the

field, the writer is especially grateful to his patient wif'e, Saundra.
A grant from a departmental fund mpplied by the Mobil Oil
Company helped defray expenses of the thesis and is acknowledged with
gratitude.
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CHAPTD I
INTRODUCTION
General Introdu~tion
The stra~igraphy, subdivision, and correlation of the rocks of
the Chickamauga Group or their equivalents have long been the subject
of controversy (Rodgers, 1953, p. 64).

In the east central belts or

the Valley and Ridge province, interpretation o:t the Z.noir Limestone

is a major issue involved in the controversy.

The Ienoir proper or

Lenoir-type llthologies have been widely recognized in the southern
Appalachians, from Virginia to Alabama.

The type locality and dis-

tinctive outcropping belts of this formation are located in central
East Tenmssee.
Previous Investigations
In 1869, Safford first recognized the Blue or llaclurea Limestone,
which he and Killebrew (1876) later named the lsnoir Lime■tone tor
lenoir City, Tennessee.

Keith (1895, 1696) noted that the lower portion

of the Chickamauga Limestone (named by Hayes, 1891), ccnsisted ot a
blue-gray argillaceous limestone in the ln.ODille and Lou.don quadrangles.
Be

observed the foasiliferous nature ot these beds, now cal.led Lenoir,

and their relationship to the underlying ICnox Group,

Be also named the

"marble" portion or the Chickamauga the Holston Formation.

Hayes (1895),

while doing folio mapping in Bast Tennessee, described the various
1

CHAPTEll I

INTRODUC?ION
General Introdu~tion
The stra~igraphy, subdivision, and correlation of the rocks of
the Chickamauga Group or their equivalents have long been the subject
of controversy (Rodgers, 19S.3., P• 64).

In the east central belt ■ of

the Valley and Ridge province, interpretation ot the Lenoir Limestone

is a aajor issue involved in the contrDV'ersy.

The Lenoir proper or

Lenoir-type lithologies have been widely recognized in the southern
Appalachians., from Virginia to Alabama.

The type locality and dis-

tinctive outcropping belts of this formation are located in central
East Tel11'l8asee.
Previous

Inve ■tigations

In 1869., Saf'f'ord f'irst recognized the Blue or llaclurea Lilnaetone,
which he and Killebrew (1876) later named the Lenoir Lime■tone tor
X.noir City, Tennessee.

Keith (1895, 1896) noted that the lower portion

ot the Chickamauga Limestone (named by Ha19s, 1891), consisted of a
'blue-gray argillaceous limestone in the KnOJCV'ille and Loudon quadrangles.
He

observed the fossiliferous nature of these beds, now called Lenoir,

and their relationship to the underly.l.ng Knox Group,

He also named the

"marble" portion of the Chickamauga the Holston Formation.

Hayes (1895),

while doing folio mapping in East Tennessee, described the various
1

2

lithologiee of the Chickamauga.

Ulrich {1911) subsequently" named the

lower member or the formation the Mosheim Limestone tor Mosheim,

Tennessee, where it is well exposed.
Raymond (192;, 1926, 1940) wrote several papers on fossils

present in the Lenoir.

Butts described and illustrated the anoir and

llosheim and their representative fossils in Alabama (1926) and Virginia
In the latter paper, Butts attempted to correlate the Virginia

(1940).

section with preeumed Chazyan age equivalents in Central Tenneasee,
Central Pennsylvania., and the Champlain Valley of Nev York.

Rodgers (Twenhofel, et al • ., 1954) pointed out that the contact
between tha Athens and .theI underlying Lenoir is gradational and that
there is also a lateral gradation of the Athens Shale into the Lenoir
Limestone.
under the

He concluded that the lowest beds of the Lenoir occur
■hale

while the rest is equivalent to the Athens.

J.gam·..

Rodgers (1953) described the Chickamauga Group throughout East Tennessee.,
making belt to belt comparisons and pointing out

north-■ ou.th

variatione

within each individual belt.
B. N. Cooper and

o.

A. Cooper

{o.

A. Cooper., 1956)

re ■tricted

the term anoir to the sequence exposed at the type locality at Lenoir
City, Tennessee.

This excluded the portion of the eection in the

KnOXYille-Friendsville belt which in . part,~ contai,ns
beda
or
. diatinctive
...
.. ,,
,

the brachiopod, Christiania.

These authors then call.ad this

'

11 Upper

Lenoir, 11 the Arline Formation, n.ame9, fo~ the. railroad switch ot ·Arline,
~

Blount County, Tennessee.

3
G. A. Coope~ (1956) bas provided a n17 detailed account of the
braobiopoda in the type section Lenoir and 1n the Arline u.pper division.
In the past several years, a number of unpublished Universit7 of
Tennessee theses directed at a atratigrapbio atudy' of Kiddle Ordorlcian

formations in East Tennessee have included descriptions of all or parts
of the Chickamauga Group.
Present Investigation
Published sections {Figure 1) &lld taoies diagrams {Figure 2)
interpreting the stratigraphy' and relationships of the Lenoir and

associated formations point up the need for further examination of
these rocks.

The purpose ot this thesis is to present a detailed

inve1tigation of the Lenoir Limestone in the Knoxville-Friendsville
belt between the Inoxville and Rocky' Valley f'ault1 on the northwest

and tha Cbe1tuee and Dwllplin Valley- taulta on tba 1outhea1t (figure :,).
Thia area wu

■elected

becauee of' i ta well known and developed

its tairl.1' continu011s exposure, and comparative lack of
plexit;y.

■ection,

■tractural

com.-

The portion of the belt examined extend1 trom one mile

aouthaa1t of l'riendaville, Tenneaeee, to Cherokee Bluff on the southeaat
shore of Fort Loudon Lake in Knoxville, Tennessee { see Plate 1).

other

Lenoir exposures outside this area were eJCalllined for canparative purposes.
In the praaent study, observations were -.uie of the various

lithologic

change ■

in the formation and the faunal types were recorded
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!'BESIS

AREA

Location and general geologic setting of thesis area.

7
and eDllimd aa to stratigraphic position, correlation value, and

paleoecologioal implications.

These results were obtained trca

numerous reconnaissance traverses of the area and tran detailed
measured sections where better expHures or rocks permitted.

Loca-

tions -of data obtained in this stud1 are plotted on Plate I.

Tennessee

Grid Coordinates (abbreviated T.o.c. )-ware used tor more precise
locations cited in the text.

CHAPTER II
STRATIGRAPHY
Introduction
General Geologic History
The Kiddle Ordovician rocks are separated from the Lower
Ordovician Newala Formation 0£ the Knox Qroup b7 a widespread erosional
unconformity.

Generally this unoontormit7 is not continuously well

exposed, but the relief on thia eroaional surface ii known to reach
much as 200 feet (Rodger■, 19.53, P• · .59).

a■

The rocks immediately above

the uncontomity are chiefly limeatone in contraat to the predaninantly
dolomitic strata below.
The Kiddle Ordovician rock sequence in East Tennessee is wedgeshaped, thicker to the southeast and thinner to the northwest.

It is

believed that the Kiddle Ordovician sea spread across the eroded Knox
surface fran the southeast making the lower beds above the erosional
surface older in the southeast than in the northwst (Rodgers, 19.53,
P• 92).

In the sea, lime...muds and lime-sands were deposited in the open

sea or accumulated during growth of reef masses, and a considerable
amount of mud and sand was brought in from a probable southeastern
source.

This elastic material was gradually and somewhat irregularly

moTed northwestward, changing environmental conditions and hence an1mal
populations along the way.

At times there were periods ot sand and

hematite, deposition reef growth, and intermixing ot the various types.
8
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The ditfe:r.nt lithologiea i n ~ aectiOD. nflect ~•rlonguing, and
lateral and Terlical gradation of these sedime11ta.
Toward the end

or

the Paleosoic rocks of the region were uplifted,

folded, and faulted in the Appalachian orogeny-.

Such tectonic alterations

ocmbinad with inherent inter.t'ingering and gradations between lithologies
make correlation f'rcm one belt to another ney difficult.
General Stratigraphy'
ilthou.gh primari.11' concerned with the Lenoir Foraation, in order
to establish field relationships this investigation inTolTed study of a
aection fran the upper portion of the lnox Group to the uppermost
Chickamauga mit present in the Knoxville-Friendsville belt.

The units

involved are the Lower Ordovician Nevala Formation, and the llidd.le
Ordovician a Lenoir Limestone including its llosheill JleaberJ the Holston
FormationJ the Cbapnan Ridge Sand.atoneJ the ottosee SbaleJ and the Ba7B
Formation.

ill except the last. two named were included in field :mapping

at one place or another.

Lower Ordovician Seri.ea
Nevala Formation
The Nevala l'ormation in the area comiata o:t a combination of the

Kingsporl Formation and the Mascot Dolcnite aa described elsewhere.

Only

the upper portion was obserTed and it is composed of finely cr;ystalline
or saccharoidal, relatively unf'ossili:terous, dolmite.

It is light gray
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to cream or tan and medium to thick bedded.

The formation produces

light colored chert on weathering.
Jliddle Ordovician Series
Lenoir Limestone
As previously noted, the Lenoir Limestone is separated tran the
lnox Group by an erosional unconformity.

The formation consists of' a

aeparately distinct lowr Mosheim Kember and the main body or Lenoir.
Thia thesis is chiefly concemed with the latter and the term •Lenoir"

i1 u1ed in that aenae throughout.

However, a description of' the

Mosheim )(ember is included below f'or canpletenasa.

Ulrich (1911) believed that the Mosheim was

Mosheim Member.

everywhere separated f'rom the overlying Lenoir by a diacontomit7.

diacon!'ormity is present in sane exposures (Figura
shown that the lloshaim

am

4), but it

.
The

hae been

Lenoir interf'inger laterally and in some

places typical Lenoir lithology underlies the Mosheim (Cooper and
Cooper, 1946, P• 51-53).

The Mosheim was relegated to 11ember status

of the Lenoir by subsequent workers.

It is a dove- te dark-grq,

oryptocrystalline limestone, weathering to blue gr,q to white.

Weathered

surfaces are generally smooth but commonly have striking radial flutings
produced by differential weathering.

The blocky llosbeim outcrops are

sparingly fossiliferous., with the fossils when present exposed on the
smooth weathered surfaces.

The most common fossils are large gastropods.,

11

Figure 4. Contact between the Mosheim Member and averlying typical
Lenoir exposed south of Blue Grass, Termessee. This photograph
illustrates the contrasting llthologies and the erosional surface
on top of the Mosheim. T.G.C. are 541,125 N. and 2,574,375 E.
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orthoconic cephalopods, and ostracods.

ot the

Distinctive lithologio features

Mosheim are birds-eye calcite and conchoidal fracture.

Tba

term

vaughanite baa been used to define the Mosheim aJJd similar lithologiea.
In the lnorrille-Friendsville belt I the Jloaheim. is nearl7 ever,.--:
where present; in tact, tha absence of the Jlosheim is the exception
rather than the rule in this segment of the belt.
A brecciated zone was observed at tha base ot the llosheim exposed
just south of Blue Grass

(T.o.c.

541,000 N., 2,$74,200 B.).

Chert con-

glomerate baa been reported in the basal llosheim but this 'breocia, which
ma.7 represent a sink tilling, is composed of angular limestone fragments
in a red, coarse grained matrix resembling a marble lithology (Figure$).
In some places, the typical Mosheim lithology is totally or partially
replaced b7 a coarsely' ceystalline marble.

This is well display'ed behind

the Friends Church in Friendsville, Tennessee.
Main Body ot Lenoir.

The Lenoir Limestone bas been described as

a shaly', nodular (•cobbly"') limestone.

It is more accurately referred

to as an argillaceous or silty limestone with a rubbly or nodular
weathered appearance in places.

The Lenoir in the belt under considera-

tion grades to the south into calcareous shale and illpure limestone and
eventually into the Athens Shale at a point immediately south of the
Mc)(inn-Monroe County line about 10 miles northeast of Athens, 'l'enneasee

(T.o.o. 416,600 N., 2,453,000 I.).
In the hOJCVille-Friendsville belt the Lenoir consists of several
lithologic types.

In the P\riendsville area, directly above the Mosheim,
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Figure,.

Brecciated zone at the base of the Mosheim exposed at
Blue Grass, Tennessee. The breccia consists of Mosheim .fragments
in a "marble-like" matrix. It is probably the result of a sink
filling. T.G.C. are 541,000 N. and 2,574,200 E.
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'\he lower halt of the Lenoir is ccm.poaed of beds

ot finely' to coarse~

crystalline limestone marked b7 red or brown tints that resemble certain
Holston color types, overlain b7 fossiliferous and nontoasiliterou
lay-era of argillaceous limestone with interbedded layers ot shale.

Tbs

upper portion or the Lenoir consists of the much discussed beds or
rather distinctive nodular appearance, some containing layers with
abuDdant specimens ot the bracbiopod Christiania subquadrata.

These

beds in turn are nerlain b7 beda with lithologic and paleontologic
reaemblance to tha lower units.

The limestone is basical.17 the aamet

a medium to dark gray, finely' cr,stalline limestone, weathering light

grq, or butt.

Canmonly it is thick bedded but where ;Lt contains clq

partings, weathering produces a nodular or thin-bedded appearance.
Coarsely' ceystalline limestone may- occur at 8117 horizon in the section.
Holston Formation
The Holston Formation is a coarsely cr,stalline limestone,
generally gray or pink with the former color usually dominating the
love:r halt of the formation and the latter the upper half.

The thick-

bedded to massive Holston is the well-known Tennessee marble and
quarrying activities are centered at Friendsville and Inoxville.
Fossils are rare to abundant and can often be observed on weathered
surfaces.

There appears to be some zoning of brachiopods, crinoids,

and other fossils but detailed analysis of this fauna is beyond the

scope of the present thesis.

1,
What appears to be a tongue of Z.noir-type lithologr intertingaring
with the Holston in the upper portion of the formation can be observed
along Alcoa Highway near Knoxville., in Blue Grass area quarries., and aboTe
the Holston quarries in the ll'riendsville area (J'igures 6 and 7).
Many sinks and caves are present in the Holston Formation.

An

alignment of small sinks fo:nned at or near the contact of the Holston
with the Lenoir can be used to trace the Lenoir-Holston contact on a
topograpb:lc map in several places.
The Holston and the over~ Chapman Ridge landatcme form

p-aphic highe.

topo-

The marble weathers to form. a deep rad clay reeiduum

that is easily recognized even at a distance.
and commGnl)" covers the top of the Lenoir.
manganese oxides are camaon in the residuum.

Thie residuum is thick

Chunks of heJD&tite and
At the .Alcoa Highway

exposure cited above a slight disoontormity surface below the IBnoirlithology tongue bears small hematite and manganese incrustations.
Chapnan Ridge Sandstone
The Chapnan Ridge Sand.stone was named by Cattermole

(19,S) tor

the exposure along Alcoa Highway in Knoxville for what had previously
been called Tallico. As defined., it is chiefly a calcareous., fine- to
medium-grained sandstone with interi>edded layers of shale., siltstone,
and some marble lenses.

The dcainant sandstoll8 is grq with dark bands

and graded bedding where fresh but weathers to porous, sandy, red,

bamatite-rich, masses surroumad by deep residuum.

These friable masses
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Figure 6. Lenoir-type
Tennessee. A thin
commonly occurs in
exposure the shaly
T.G.C. are 565,375

lithology expcsed along Alcoa Highway, Knoxville»
shalyj nodular limestone resembling the Lenoir
or immediately on top of the Holston. In this
limestone is found between two Holston units.
N. and 2~577,065 E,
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Figure 7. Lenoir-type lithology exposed in Blue Grass area quarry.
An impure, nodular limestone resembling the Lenoir caps the
Holston in most marble quarries in the thesis area. T.G.C. are

538,450 N. and 2,574,875 E.
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COllllanly

display dif'terentially weathered •rkinp resembling bedding

and cross-bedding.

It has been observed that •s1&t1" cleavage may be

developed in the finer-textured portions of the sandstone., and cleaved
fragments may weather to resemble a "shal.r' outcrop.
According to Cattermole (1958) the marble lenses in the Chapnan
Ridge are not persistent and may occur at an, level.

Field observations

of these marble lanees reveal a lithology similar to portione of the
Holston., particularly" that occurring near contact with the aanclatona •
.At these places., the sandstone takes on a marble-like appearance and
inclusion within one or the other subjacent formations appears to be
arbitrary-.

Gordon (1924) reports disagreements concerning marble

lenses above the Holston.

In his opinion., supported by •some government

geologist.," the Keadow Marble belongs to the Tellico.

Butts and others

at that time considered the lleadow Marble a lentil at or near the base
of the ottosee.
The Chapnan Ridge was found in some places., tor example just
northeast of Louisville., to be in direct contact with the Lenoir.
The Chapnan Ridge generall.7 holds up the highest ridges of the
lli.ddle Ordovician uni ts.

The residuum is a dark-red., clayey sand am

in the Knoxville-Friendsville area it is commonly capped by thick
deposits of alluvium., daninated by large., well-rounded quartzite pebbles.
These appear to help preserve the high relief of the unit.
This formation wu tomerly referred to as the Tellico Sandstone
(Keith., 189.$., and others) but it ha1 been claimed (Cattermole., 195.S) but

quationabq dellOAstrated (H.J. Klepser and

1965)

cOllllUDication,

o.

D. Swillgle, personal

that the Obapaan Ridge is atratigraphioally

higher than the type Tellico.
Ottosee Shale
Only' limited observations ot tbe Ot.toaee Shale were aad.e in

this thesia area.

It consists ot a mixture or shale, 11.iaestone, some

aUtatone, nndatone,

2,S98,200 E.)

and

marble. /In o• expo8U1"9 (T.o.o, SJ40,200 1.,

the Ot.to1ee conaia\s or chiefly calcareous ahal.e and

blue-grq l.illeatone in approx1Jaatel7 equal proportions. Both

lithologies were TerJ' rosailiterous with large numbers or bryozoans,
brachiopods, 111d sponges.
The Ottoaee in J118117 exposures nr,- cloael7 reae:mblea the Lenoir.

The well-exposed Ottoaee in the Lenoir Cit7 Park (T ..o.c.516,7001.,
2,>24•000 E.) northeast of Fort Loudon Dam has a Lenoir-type lithology-.

·:r. the ea:me belt near Ebenezer on the Bearden Quadrugle,(T.G.C.
55.3,000 N., 2,571,500 E.), the Ottosee resembles the Lenoir

and

con-

. '

tains a cryptoceystalline lime1tcme similar to the Mosheim Me:ml>er ot
0
~

~n~ir.

~•.~~tion
Out.crops of the B&.78 P'oraation occur at seTeral places in the

thesis area but no etposure is extenaiTe. It consists mainly' ot
dark-red ailt7 limestone, lillT siltstone, and shale along with inter..
bedded blue, ailt7 limestone (Rodgers, 195.3). The Bqs is the ;youngest
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unit ot this portion ot the belt. lo detailed obaern.tions ot tae
Bay's were made in the thesis area.

Description ot Measured Sections

Introd11etion
In the Priendnille "f'icinit7 aad elaewhere in the area of
study', it was found that the uin bod7 of the Lenoir oan 'be nbdirlcled into a number of 1ones, vb.ich will be described generall.7
in the following measured actions.

Lithologic and paleontologic

characteristics serve to typify each of the zones which, ill th• Yiev
of the writer, reflect paleoecological conditions. Superficial
weathering and other features are included in the descriptions aa
further aids in field identitioat.ion. The zones while distillct are
gradational in their lower and lipper. lillit• and the boundaries • t
are so•what arbitrar., in plac,ea.

Ia so• cases thicldleasea are

combined tor this reaaon.
In these aectiona the Mosheim is treated apart troa the zones

daaignated in the ■ain body

ot t.he Lenoir.

Section A
Thia section (Plate I) .ia .at Friendsrllle, Blount County,
Tennessee (Concord Quadrangle.,

i:r.y.A. 138-SW) along Gallagher Creek

apid the adjacent highway- lelllding aoutheast out of town.

It was

measured. from the box-Lenoir contact to tbe Lenoir-Holston contact

(T.o.c. so,,eso 1., 2,S52,3SO E. to so2,soo J., 2,5$5,840 E.).
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The well known .foslS:l.l locality exposed behind the Friends Church
in the northeast section

ot Friendsville is at the base of this aection

(Cooper, 1956, pp. 72, 78).

This exposure may also be noted for the

fact that marble and argillaceous limestone occurs in place of the
lower portion of the Mosheim.

The brachiopod-bearing Lenoir beds are

here interbedded with the marble.

The lower half of the section,

below the Christiania-bearing beds, is mostly covered and the limestone
is not well exposed.

A yellow-brown to brown soil is typically-

developed over rocks in the lower half of the section.
Exposures in the upper portion of the Lenoir are fairly continuous (Fig11re

B). The upper portion exhibits greater relief, holding

up a ridge 120 .feet high.

Because ot better exposure, the upper zones

present are more easily recognized.

Zonal
Designation

Description

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
Thickness
ness

VII

126.3
Lime stone, impure, finely crystall:ine, medium gray; weathers to
blue gray to buff in 8Illall slabby
blocks; consistently fossiliferous
with Maclurites sp., Allosaccus
sp., cryptozoans, large strophomenid
brachiopods commonly with beekite,
and orthoconic cephalopods dominant-all tending toward large sizeJ much
of this zone and contact with the
Holston covered by residuum derived
from the latter formation.

768.2

VI

Lime stone, impure, f'inely crystall:ine, medium gray; weathers to light
gray to bu.ff in small slabby
blocks to cobb~ or nodular blocks
giving a thin-bedded, rubbl.y

6o.8

641.9
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Figure 8. Abandoned quarry in upper portion or the Lenoir Lilaestone
in Section A. T.G.C. 502,100 N. and 2,555,400 E.
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Zonal
Designation

Description

Zonal
Thickness

Cumulative
Thickness

appearance; layers of thinly .fractured
limestone slabs are loosened around
more resistant massesJ soil rapidly
removed from bare surfaces; sparingly
fossiliferous with Allosaccus most
persistent fonn with occasional
brachiopods, orthoconic oephalopods
and trilobites.
V

Limestone, impure, finely ccystal68.6
line, medium gray; weathers to
light gray to bu.ff in blocky or
nodular fragments creating rubbly
surfaces, clay partings on irregular surfaces; relatively unfossiliferous with some braohiopods in lower
portion.

IV b.

Limestone, impure, finely ccystalline, medium gray; weathers light
blue gray to buff in small slabby
or nodular blocks giving a thinbedded rubbly appearance; very
fossiliferous with brachiopods
especially abundant, trilobites,
sponges, bryozoans, and orthoconic
cephalopods common; some nodular
chert produced.

3S.9

,12.s

IV a.

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium to dark gray; weathers
light blue gray to buff; outcrops
in massive, resistant blocks and
ledges; clay partings on irregular
surfaces create a nodular or cobbly
appearance; distinctive yellow-orange
to red clayey soil developed that is
identifiable from a distance; fossiliferous with Christiania subquadrata
in concentrated layers in upper
portions along with a few other
brachiopods.

97.7

476.6
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Zonal
Designation

III

II

I

Mosheim
Meni>er

Description
Limestone, impure, finely' crystalline, mediwn grayJ weathers blue
to bu.ff in small slabby blocks
creating a rubbly appearance;
yellow-brown soil developed;
sparingly fossiliferous.

Z.onal
Thick- Cumulative
Thickness
ness

(II,III)
2$5.0
378.9

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, mediwn to dark gray; weathers
to blue gray to bu.ft in blocky or
slabby fragments giving a thinbedded weathered appearance; fossiliferous with sponges dominant.
Limestone, impure, finely to
coarsely crystalline; resembles
a marble lithology; mediwn to
dark gray with some red and brown
colorationJ outcrops in thickbedded elongate slabby blocks;
a strong fetid odor produced when
broken; brown soil developed;
fossiliferous with brachiopods
and crinoids common.
(Mosheim in upper portion consists
of marble and of argillaceous
limestone in the lower portion.)
Limestone, cryptocrystalline, dove
gr~ with birds-eye calcite and

conchoidal fracture; weathers to
light blue gray to white; outcrops
in massive, resistant blocks;
sparingly fossiliferous.
Limestone (marble), mediwn to
coarsely crystalline, light gray,
dark gray, and pink; weathers gray;
outcrops in massive, resistant
blocks; fossiliferous with some beds
crinoidal and others with abundant
brachiopods.

e1.e

42.1

123.9

42.l

Zonal
Designation

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
ness
Thickness

Description
Limestone, impure, finely to coarsely
crystalline, light to medium gray;
weathers gray to buff; interbedded
with marble; very fossiliferous with
brachiopods, bryozoans, and crinoids
all abundant; some sponges and other
fossil fragments.

Section B
Section B was measured from the Knox-Lenoir contact to the
Lenoir-Holston contact along Gooseneck Road in Blount Count,", Tennessee
(SW comer Louisville Quadrangle, T.V.A. 138-SE and SE corner Concord
Quadrangle, T.V.A. 138-SW).
northeast of Friendsville

The section is approximately o.8 llile

(T.o.c. 508,650

N., 5,555,900 E. to

506,600 N., 2,558,550 E.).
The lower half of the Lenoir is 'better exposed than in Section
A.

Outcrops in this portion occur along the paatured hillsides

(Figure 9).

The upper half of the Lenoir is well exposed.

are fairly continuous.

Zones can be easily recognized.

Outcrops

A fairly

large collection of fossils from the various zones was obtained.

The

brachiopod bearing beds of Zone IV have been noted by Cooper (1956),
who made extensive collections from the fine exposure of that zone in
this section.
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Figure 9. Zone II beds exposed along pastured hillsides. This
exposure occurs in Section B just north of Gooseneck Road in
Blount County, Tennessee. T.G.C. are 50B,6oo N. and 2,556,590 E.
Erosion produces a number of benches in the slightly dipping beds.
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Zonal
Designation

Description

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
ness Thickness

Limestone, impure, finely to rather
115.2
coarsely crystalline, medium gray;
weathers to light to dark gray; with
smooth and undulating to highly
fractured and nodular surfaces;
weathered outcrops blocky and massive;
fossiliferous with Maclurites sp.,
Allosacous sp., cryptozoans, large
strophomenid brachiopods commonly
with beekite, and orthoconic cephalopods
common to abundant, bryozoans locally
common; contact with the Holston and
much of this zone covered by Holston
residuum.

735.J

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline medium gray; weathers to light
gray to buff in small blocks or
slabs to cobbly or nodular blocks
giving a thin-bedded rubbly appearance; thinly fractured limestone
slabs are loosened around more
resistant masses; some nodular
chert; sparingly fossiliferous with
illosaccus sp., common to abundant,
occasional orthoconic cephalopods,
trilobites, and brachiopods.

86.o

620.1

V

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline medium gray; weathers light grs;y
to bu.f'f' in small s::Labby b::Locks or
shale-like chips producing a rubbly
appearance; relatively unfossilifero.us.

52.5

534.1

IV b

Limestone, impure; finely crystalline, medium gr• J weathers to a
light blue gray to buff; clay partings
along irregular surfaces weather to
create a thin-bedded appearance of
slabby to nodular blocksJ very fossiliferous w1 th brachiopods abundant in
both quantity and.variety, sponges,
orthoconic cephalopods common, occasional low spired gastropods, crinoid
and bryoioan parts.

54.0

481.6

VII

VI
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Zonal
Designation

Description

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
ness
Thickness

Limestone, impure., finely crystalline, 126.5
medium to dark gray; weathers to
light blue grq with tan, wavy clq
partings giving a cobbly or nodular
appearance; outcrops in large massive
blocks and ledges; distinctive yelloworange to red clayey soil well developedJ
soil can be recognized from a distance.

427.6

III

Limestone., impure., finely crystalline,
clay partings; weathers blue gray to
buff to a shaly to nodular appearance; contains some shale and small
tan blocky chert; yellow-brown soil
developed; relatively unfossiliferous;
interval mostly covered.

301.1

II

Limestone, impure, finely to rather
coarsely crystalline; weathers to
buff in blocky or slabby fragments
giving a thin-bedded appearance;
outcrops in ledges creating a
benched affect; nodular, porous,
yellow-brown chert is abundant;
yellow-brown soil formed; very
fossiliferous--low spired gastropods,
sponges, stromatoporoids (?), coral,
bryozoans, and trilobites are common
to abundant; crinoids, orthoconic
cephalopods and brachiopods are rare
to common; interval partially covered.

I

Limestone, coarsely crystalline, grq
with a brown or red tint; weathers to
medium gray color and porous; outcrops
in·large slabby blocks exhibiting
numerous small calcite veins; brown
soil developed; fossiliferous with
brachiopods abundant, and crinoids
and bryozoans locally abundant.

IV a

(I,II):

Lµie stone, impure, finely crystalline,
dark gray; weathers to light gray- to
buff in small slabby blocks; contains

101.1
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Zonal.
Designation

Zonal
Thick- CumulatiTe
ness
Thickness

Description
abundant porous, yellow chert
nodules and chert incrusts some
surfaces; interval partially covered.

Mosheim
Member

Limestone, cryptocry-stalline, dense,
dove gray; weathers white to light
gray or light blue gray; outcrops in
massive resistant blocks; contains
_birds-eye calcite and calcite veins,
aonchoidal fracture; fossiliferous
with fossils exhibited only on
weathered surfacesJ fauna consists
mainly of large gastropods and
ostracodsJ contact with underlying
Knox is sharp.
·

49.5

Section C
Section C was measured along the Marmor Quarry- Road and railroad
tracks, approximately

o.8

mile west of Mahoney Mill and 1.6 miles

northeast of Friendsville, Blount County, Tennessee (T.G.C.

511,875 N.,

2,557,500 E. to 509,250 N., 2,561,450 E.).
The upper portion of the section is well exposed but the outcrops
1n the lower portion of the formation are somewhat scattered.

The lower

half' is mainly pasture land with the outcrops occurring on the hillsides.
The Lenoir in this lower portion appears to be deformed, which may have
produced an abnormally thick section.
than the 827 feet recorded here.

The section is probably thinner

Attempts were made in measuring to

correct for changes in dip etc., but with poorly exposed strata this
is difficult.

Six zones can be recognized 1n this section.

is covered but is present 1n either direction along strike.

A seventh
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Zonal
Designation

VII

Description
Covered interval in this sectionJ
else~ere along strike, limestone,
impure-, finely- to coarsely- crystalline, medium to dark gray; weathers
to light to dark gray in fairlymassive elongate blocks with sooth
undulating to highly- fractured surf'acesJ fossiliferous with Maclurites
sp., illosaccus sp., cryptozoansJ
large brachiopods with beekite,
are commonJ zone and contact partiallycovered by- Holston residuum.

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
Thickness
ness

93.0

827.7

(VI, V)

VI

V

Limestone, impure, finely- to medium
oeystalline, medium grayJ weathers
light gray to buff' in slabby- to
nodular or co~bly- blocks giving a
thin-bedded rubbly- appearance; '
layers of thinly fractured limestone swirl around more resistant
masses; nodular chert present;
~oil rapidly- removed from bare
surfaces; fossiliferous with
Allosaccus sp. dominant; also
occasional orthoconic cephalopods,
trilobites, and brachiopods.

1,0.6

7)4.7

Limes~one, impure, medium gray-;
weathers light gray to tan or brown
in small blocks or shale-like chips
to form rubble covered slopesJ
sparingly- fossiliferous to barren,
with a few brachiopods and sponges
present.
(IV a, b)

IV b

Limestone, impure, finely ceystalline,
medium gray; weathers light blue graytp butt in massive blocks to rubblymaterial; fossiliferous, with
. brachiopods abundant both in
quantity- and type, also sponges,
orthoconic cephalopods, trilobites,
and occasional gastropods and
crinoid parts.

86.5

584.1
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Zonal
Designation

IV a

Deaoription

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
. ness
Thickness

Lime stone, impure, finely crystalline, medium to dark gray; weathers
blue gray with tan clay partings
which give a nodular or cobbl.y
appearance; outcrops in large
massive, resistant blocks and
ledges; distinctive yellow-orange
to red clayey soil developed; both
soil and lithology identifiable
trom a distance; fossiliferous
with abundant Christiania
subquadrata concentrated in layers
in the upper portions of this zone
along with a few other brachiopods.
Limestone, impure, finely to
medium crystalline, medium to dark
gray; weathers blue gray to buff
in small rubbly blocks; outcrops
in ledges; contains shale and
abundant nodular, porous yellow
chert; yellow-brown soil developedJ
sparingly fossiliferous except for
numerous large ·orthoconic
cephalopods.

182.1

388.6

II

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers light
gray to buff in small blocks
giving a thin-bedded appearance;
layers of more coarsely crystalline
limestone as in Zone I interbedded;
yellow-brown soil developed; fossiliferous with brachiopods, low-spired
gastropods, orthoconic cephalopods,bryozoans, trilobites, sponges,
crinoid fragments, and coral all
common to abundant.

107.6

206.5

I

Limestone, ooarsely crystalline,
marble-lithology, light to mediUJI
gray; weathers to medium gray; outcrops in fairly large slabby blocks

62.8

98.9

III
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Zonal
Designation

Zonal
Thick- Cumulative
neas Thickness

Description
with smooth undulating surfacesJ
brown soil developed; fossiliferous, with abundant lrachiopods
and o!'inoids.
L:i,mestone, impure, finely crystalline, dark gray; weathers light
gray to buff in small slabby blocksJ
contains porous, yellow chert nodulesJ
fossiliferous with small gastropods,
brachiopods, and sponges dominant.

Mosheim
Member

Limestone, oryptoorystalline, dove
gray, dense, vaughanite lithology;
weathers light blue gray or whiteJ
crops out in large, massive blocks
with conchoidal fractureJ sparingly
fossiliferous; tiharp contact with
the underlying Knox.

Section D
Section D was measured trom the Knox-Lenoir contact to the LenoirHolston contact on the Longview Pony Farm (T.o.c. 550,Boo N., 2,582,650
E. to 549,350 N., 2,583.190 E.).

The section is located south of

Northshore Dri~, approximately 1.2 miles southwest of Rocky Hill
community, Knox County, Tennessee (SW corner of the Bearden Quadrangle,
T.V.A. 138-NE). Outcrops are fairly continuous.
except Zone VII were observed.

Portions of all zones

Zonal boundaries were not established,

so thickness indicated in the 'column does not refer to zone thickness.
.

Zones may not be restricted to the measured intervals to which they
are referred in the descriptions below. Within each interval, the

.3.3

number designation for the most characteristic zone present is
shown on the left •.

Zonal
Designation

Description

Interval
Thick- Cumulative
Thickness
ness

Covered interval to approximate
Holston contact.

89.5

550 .• 0

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers to
light gray to buf'f' in small slabby'
blocksJ fossiliferous with
Allosaccus sp., orthooonic
oephalopods cOlllil1on and also
trilobite fragments, and lowspired gastropods.

51.0

460.5

V

Lime stone, impure, finely crystalline, medium grayJ unfossiliferous;
mostly covered with a few scattered
outcrops.

34.S

419.5

IV

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium to dark gray; weathers
to light gray to buffJ contains
wavy clay partings; fossiliferous
with brachiopods including
Christiania subquadrata very
abundant;, also present are small
sponges, crinoids, bryozoans, and
other fossil fragments; poorly
exposed.

87.6

385.0

III

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers light
gray to buff in small slabby to
nodular or cobbly blocks; sparingly
fossiliferous with sponges, small
gastropods, orthoconic cephalopods,
trilobites and pleosponges present.

119.4

297.4

II

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium to dark gray; weathers
light gray to buff' in small slabby

92.7

168.0

VII

VI
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Zonal
Designation

Description

Interval
Thick- Cumulative
ness
Thickness

blocksJ fossiliferous with
Allosaccus sp., small low-spired
gastropods, orthoconic cephalopods,
and brachiopods common and highspired gastropods, crinoids,
bryozoans, trilobites.

I

Mosheim
·Member

Covered Interval

30.4

Limestone, impure, finely to
medium crystalline, medium grqJ
weathers to a light gray in
elongate blocks giving a thinbedded appearanceJ fossiliferousJ
mostly covered, may contain some
Mosheim.

19.6

Limestone, cryptocrystalline, dense
with birds-eye calcite and
conchoidal fracture J weathers to a
light blue gray in large smooth
blocksJ sparingly fossiliferousJ
partially covered.

Section E
This section was measured along the east side of Alcoa Highway,

u.

S. Route 129, approximately 1.5 miles south or the junction with

Kingston Pike, U.S. Route 11-70 (Knoxville Quadrangle, T.V.A. 147-NW).
The Tennessee Grid Coordinates for this section are 564,250 N.,

2,562,400 E. to 564,900 N., 2,568,000 E. This is a new roadcut so
the rocks exposed are relatively fresh (Figure 10) and the typical
weathered appearance or the Lenoir is not displayed.
for the same reason, fossils are not easily observed.

Furthermore,
This section
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Figure 10. Relatively fresh exposure of Lenoir Limestone along
Alcoa Highway, Knoxville, Tennessee. This photograph illustrates
the thick-bedded nature of the Lenoir. Differential weathering
is already taking place and eventually it will create the
characteristic nodular or cobbly weathered appearance of the
limestone. T.G.C. are 565,880 N. and 2,567,000 E.

offers a good opportunity to observe the unweathered characteristics
of the Lenoir.

Bedding, which appears to be thin in long weathered

exposures, proved to be thick.

The limestone is medium to dark gray.,

finely crystalline, and dense.

Some iron concretions and crystalline

calcite cavity fillings were also observed.

As in the previous

section., zones were not measured as such at the time ·but reference is
made here to the zone indicated.

The section is measured from the

highest Mosheim outcrop to the approximate contact with the Holston.

Zonal
Designation

IV

Description

Interval
Thick- CU11lulative
Thickness
ness

Covered interval to Holston outcrop.

48.o

450.9

Limestone., impure, finely crystalline, dark gray with tan clay
partings; weathers to light gray
•with a cobbly or nodular appearance; fossiliferous with brachiopods
very abundant., especially Christiania
subquadrata, also gastropods.,
sponges, orthoconic cephalopods.,
bryozoans, and crinoidsJ interval
mostly covered.

65.5

402.9

III?

Limestone., cryptocrystalline to
finely crystalline, dense with
many small spots of crystalline
calcite, medium grayJ weathers to
light gray and buff; fossils were
not observed.

III?

Limestone, cryptocrystalline to
finely crystalline., dense with
stylolites, weathers buff, thick
to massive bedding; fossiliferous
with orthoconic cephalopods,
gastropods, sponges, and coral
displayed on weathered surfaces.

43.5

25.l

337.4

293.9
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Zonal
Designation

Description

Interval
Thick- Cumu1ative
ness
Thickness

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline., dark to medium gray with
thick tan clay partings; weathers
light blue gray with a thin-bedded
appearance; bedding is generally
thick; pyrite and calcite abundant;
sparingly fossiliferous with some
crinoid fragments.

92.7

240.8

II

Limestone., finely crystalline,
medium to dark gray; weathers to
buff., thick bedded; fossiliferous
with bryozoans., pleosponges.,
crinoids., brachiopods., sponges.,
cryptozoans and corals.

34.3

148.1

I., II

Limestone., impure, finely crystalline., dense with clay partings;
weathers medium gray to buff;
thick bedded; fossiliferous with
bryozoans., crinoids., gastropods.,
coral., and fossil fragments abundant.

34.3

ll3.8

Covered interval., both Mosheim and
Lenoir blocks exposed in residuum.

35.8

79.5

Limestone, cryptocrystalline.,
medium.to d~k gray., extremely
dense with birds-eye calcite.,
calcite veins, and conchoidal
fracture; weathers to light to
medium blue gray; outcrops in
massive blocks with smooth
weathered surfaces; strong fetid
odor on freshly broken surface;
sparingly fossiliferous with a
few small gastropods; interval
mostly covered.

4.3.7

43.7

III

Mosheim
Member
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Section F
Section F was measured across the small valley just to the
south or the University or Tennessee Hospital approximately 21 000
feet east or aid parallel to Alcoa Highway (Knoxville Quadrangle,
T.V.A. 147-NWJ T.G.C. 565,400 N., 2,567,675 E. to 564,150 N.,
2,568,975

E.).

This section was largely covered, with outcrops

fairly' persistent in the lower portion, but mostly lacking in the

upper halt.

Thus, a comparison can be made with the tresh section

or the preceding section.
At the time or measuring this section the zonal concept
developed in the Friendsville section had ~ot been formulated.
a result, this section was Jl8asured tro11 outcrop to outcrop.

As
Present

interpretation or these units can be interred trom the zonal designations shown.

Four ot the seven zones can be recognized.

The rest,

it present, are covered.

Zonal
Designation

IV,

III

Description

Interval
Thick- Cumulative
ness
Thickness

Covered interval. to approximate
contact with Holston.

ao.o

· Mostly covered interval. w1 th only
brachiopod-bearing limestone at
top and unfossiliterous 1imestone
blocks occasionally exposed.

1.32.4

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gran weathers light
gray- with tan clay partings to give
a nodular or cobbly appearanceJ

425.5
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Zonal
Designation

Interval
Thick- Cumulative
Description

ness

Thickness

outcrops in massive blocks;
fossiliferous with abundant
partially silicified brachiopods (IV)•
Limestone, finely crystalline,
medium gray; weathers light gray;
no fossils observed (III).
II

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers to
light gray in small ru.bbly blocks
giving a thin-bedded appearance;
fossiliferous with small gastropods,
sponges and some brachiopods;
interval mostly covered.

~9.6

293.1

II

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers to
light gray with a rubbly thinbedded appearance; fossiliferous
with small gastropods, orthoconic
cephalopods, trilobites, and
occasional brachiopods.

34.7

203.5

II

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers light
gray to buff; fossiliferous with
pleosponges, brachiopods, flatcoiled gastropods, high-spired
gastropods, and occasional

35.7

168.8

26.5

13).1

19.5

106.6

trilobite fragments.

II

I

Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium gray; weathers to
light gray to buff and a thinbedded appearance; fossiliferous
with abundant small gastropods,
. sponges, pleosponges, brachiopods,
orthoconic cephalopoda, and
corals.
Limestone, impure, finely crystalline, medium grayJ weathers light
to dark gray; thick bedded; fossiliferous with Macluritea sp., small
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Zonal
Designation

Description

Interval
Thick- Cumulative
ness
Thickness

low-spired gastropods, many
corals(?), abundant bryozoans,
orthoconic cephalopods, and
cryptozoans.
I

Limestone, impure, finely to
coarsely crystalline, medium gray
with some brown; weathers light
gray to but! 'in small blocks to
give a rubbly appearanceJ fossiliferous with more coarsely crystalline type with abundant bryozoans
and many- foss;J.l fragments or
crinoidal; finely crystalline with
flat-coiled g~stropods, orthoconic
cephalopods, and trilobites.

26.1

87.1

I

Limestone, impure, finely to
coarsely crystalline, medium gray;
weathers to light gray in small
blocks giving a rubbly appearance;
fossiliferous with bryozoans,
Maclurites sp., and brachiopods;
interval partially covered.

21.8

61.0

Mosheim
Member

Limestone, cryptocrystalline,
mediwn to dark gray, dense with
birds-eye calcite, calcite veins,
and oonohoidal fracture; weathers
light to blue gray to white; outcrops in massive, resistant blocks;
sparingly fossiliferous.

39.2

39.2

Paleontologic details and inferred paleoecologic implications
of the zones described above will be presented and examined further
in subsequent chapters of the thesis.

CHAPTER III

PALEONTOLOGY AND PALmECOLOGY
Introduction
The Lenoir Limestone ranges from sparingly to aoderatel;y
f'ossilif'erous.

Neither a d.etaile~ study of' the total fauna in East

Tennessee has been ma.de nor a complete f'aunal list compiled.

As

p.,rt of' this investigation, a fairly complete collection of' representative Lenoir fossils was assembled according to stratigraphic
position within the formation in the thesis area.

This.collection,

enumerated in the following section, is reposited in the
Paleontologioal Collections at the University- of Tennessee.
Butts (1940) recognized approximately- 150 different species
from the Lenoir Limestone in Virginia.

o. A. Cooper (1956)

has.

listed 71 species of' brachiopods alone from the Lenoir. (lower and
upper portions) in Tennessee and Virginia.

Raymond (1925) lists

26 different trilobites from the Lenoir in Tennessee and Virginia.
Butts (1940) recognized 8 trilobites in Virginia, and B. N. Cooper
(1953) identified 12 different trilobite species from the Upper and
Lower Lenoir in Tennessee.

Colllllon in the Lenoir also are a nUlllber

of sponges, corals, bryozoans, gastropods, cephalopods, and, in
places, stromatolites.
A SUJDlllary of the Lenoir biota in a composite sense is presented

in the next section after which the fossil types will be discussed
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in terms ot zonal assemblages as their paleoeoological implications

are emphasized.
Systematic PaleontologyIntroduction
Fossils assembled rrom the Lenoir Limestone or the KnoxvilleFriendsville belt are here presented in composite form and according
to zonal association.

The following fossil lists are by no means

considered inclusive.

It is believed, however, that the7 do contain

the major components of the biota characteristic ot

the

formation

and individual zones.
A number of references were used to support the identification

of specimens. Of these, especiall.7 useful weres

Bassler (1932),

Butts (1926, 1940), B. N. Cooper (19$3), O. A. Cooper (1956), Moore

(1953, 1955, 1956, 1959, 196o, 1964), Raymond (1908, 1925, 1928),
Raymond and Okulitch (1940), Shimer and Schrock (1944), and Wilson

(1948).
Composite Biota
ALOAEs

Stromatolites, including cryptozoans
PORIFERA:
Allosaccua prolixus Raymond and Okulitoh
Hindia? sp.
_Hudaonospongia? sp.
Pleosponges (unidentified as to genus and species)
Receptaculites? sp.
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Receptaculites oweni Hall
Sponge spicules
STROMA.TOPOROIDEA:

Stromatoporoids?
ANTHOZOAz
Billinfsaria parva (Billings)
Tetrad um? sp.
BRYOZOA:
Cyphotrypa? sp.
Mesotrypa? sp.
Monoticulipora? sp.
Monotrypa sp.
Numerous trepostome

and cryptostome fragments

BRACHIOPODA:

Atelelasma variabile Cooper
Bimuria sp.
Christiania subquadrata (Hall)
Conotreta? sp.
Cyrtonotrella sp.
Dactylogonia alternata Cooper
Dactylogonia geniculata Ulrioh and Cooper
Dorytreta ovata Cooper
Glyptorthis sp., cf.~• concinnula Cooper
Hesperorthis tenuicostata Cooper
Isophragma biseptatum? Cooper
Isophragma sp.
Leptellina tennesseensis Ulrich and Cooper
Lingulella sp.
Macrocoelia obesa Cooper
Mimella nuclea (Butts)
Multicostella plena Cooper
Onychoplecia brevirostris Cooper
Orthambonites blountensis Cooper
Orthambonites friendsvillensis Cooper
Orthambonites sp.
·
Paurorthis longa Cooper
Paurorthis sp.
Phragmorthis·buttsi Cooper
Platymena plana Cooper
Plectorthis compacta Cooper
Plectorthis transversa Cooper
Ptychopleurella globularia Cooper
Ptychopleurella glypta Cooper
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Ripidomena sp.
Rostricellu.la sp.
·Schizambon subradiatum Cooper
Schizambon sp.
Taphrorthis sp.
Titanambonites sp.
Valcourea sp.

GASTROPODA:
Holopea? sp.
Liospira? sp.
Maclurites magnus Lesueur
Maclurites sp.
Pleurotomaria? sp.
Raphistoma? sp.
Trochonemella? sp.

CEPHALOPODA1
Unidentified orthocones
A tarphycerid (unidentified aa to genus and species)
TRILOBITA:
Calliops? sp.
Ceraurinella sp.
Ceraurus sp.
Homotelus sp.
Illaenus fieldi Raymond
Illaenus sp.
Isotelus gigas DeKay
Isotelus sp.
Lonchodomas sp.•
Pliomerops canadensis (Billings).
Pliomerops sp.
Pterygometopus? sp.
Tetralichas minganenis Billings
Zonal Associations
ZONE I

ALGAE:
Stromatolites

PORIFERA:
Allosaccus prolixus Raymond end Okulitch
Hindia? sp.
Receptacu.lites? sp.

4,
STROMATOPOROIDEA:
Stromatoporoids?
ANTHOZOAs

Billingsaria parva (Billings)
Tetradiwn? sp.

BRYOZOAs
Monotrypa sp.
Nwnerous trepostome and cryptostome fragments

BRACHIOPODAs
Atelelasma variabile Cooper
Dactylogonia alternata Cooper
Dorytreta ovata Cooper
Hesperorthis tenuicostata Cooper
Mimella nucles (Butts)
Onychoplecia brevirostris Cooper
Ptychopleurella gl.Ypta Cooper
Rostricellula sp.
Valcourea sp.

GASTROPODA1.
Liospira? fl).
Maclurites magnus Lesueur
Raphistoma? sp.
CEPHALOPODAs
Unidentified orthocones

ZONE II
PORIFERA:
Allosaccus prolixus Raymond ~d Okulitch
Pleosponges (unidentified as to genus and species)
Sponge Spicules
STROMATOPOROIDEAs

Stromatopoids?

ANTHOZOAs
Billingsaria parva (Billings)
Tetradiwn? sp.
BRYOZOAs

Monotrypa sp.
Numerous trepostome and cmtostome fragments
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IRACHIOPODAs
Lingulella sp.
Titanambonites sp.
Valcourea sp.
GASTROPOD!s
Liospira? sp.
Maclurites sp.
Pleurotomaria? sp.
Raphistoma? sp.
CEPHALOPODAs
Unidentified orthoaones

TRILOBITA:
Ceraurus? sp.
Illaenus sp.
Pliomerops canadensis (Billings)
Pliomerops sp.
Tetralichas minganenis Billings
ZONE III

CEPHALOPODA:
Vnidentified orthocones
TRILOBITA:
Homotelus? sp.
Pterygometopus? sp.
This zone is generally barren

ZONE IV
Subzone IV a
fflACHIOPODAs
Christiania subquadrata (Hall)
Orthambonites blountensis Cooper
Palaeostrophomena sp.
Sowerbyella sp.
Valcourea semicarinata? Cooper
Subzone IV b
PORIFERAs
Allosaccus prolixus Raymond and Okulitch
Hindia? sp.
Receptaculite s oweni Hall
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IRYOZO.A:
Cyphotrypa? sp.
Mesotrypa? sp.
Monotrypa sp.
BRACHIOPODAs
.Atelelasma sp.
Christiania subguadrata (Hall)
Conotreta? sp.
Cyrtonotrella sp.
Dactylogonia geniculata Ulrich and Cooper
Isophragma biseptatum? Cooper
Isophragma sp.
Leptellina tennesseensis Ulrich and Cooper
Lingulella sp.
Multicostella plena Cooper
Orthambonites blountensis Cooper
Orthambonites friendsvillensis Cooper
Orthambonites sp.
Paurorthis longa Cooper
Paurorthis sp.
Phragmorthis buttsi Cooper
Platymena plana Cooper
Plectorthis compacta Cooper
Plectorthis transversa Cooper
Ptychopleurella globularia Cooper
Ripidomena sp.
Schizambon subradiatum Cooper
Schizambon sp.
Taphrorthis sp.

GASTROPODA:
Liospira?
Raphistoma? sp.
CEPHAWPODA:
Unidentified ortboconea
TRILOBITA:
Calliope? sp.
Ceraurinella sp.
Ceraurus sp.
Illaenus fieldi Raymond
Illaenus sp.
Isotelus gigas Delay
Lonchodomas sp.
Pterygometopus? sp.
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ZONE V
PORIFERAs
Allosaocus prolixus Raymond and Okulitch

BRYOZOAs
Mesotrypa? sp.
Monotrypa sp.
BRACHIOPODAs
Bimuria sp.
Christiania subguadrata (Hall)
Leptellina tennesseensis Ulrich and Cooper
Orthambonites ap.
Paurorthia sp.
Phragmorthis buttsi Cooper

GASTROPODAs
Liospira? sp.
Pleurotomaria? sp.
TRIIDBITA:
Illaenus sp.

ZONE VI
PORIFERA.s
Allosaccus prolixus Raymond ud Okulitch

BRYOZOAs
Monotrypa sp.
Mesotrypa? sp.
BRACHIOPODIA s
Bimuria superba Ulrich and Cooper
Glyptorthis ap., cf. Q• concinnula Cooper
Lingulella sp.
Macrocoelia obesa,Cooper
Ort.hambonites sp.
Paurorthis sp.
Titanambonites sp.
GASTROPODA:
Holopea? sp.
Maclurites magnus Lesueur
Liospira? sp.
Trochonemella? sp.
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CEPHALOPODA:
Unidentified orth.ocones
TRILOBITA1
Homotelus sp.
Illaenus sp •
Isotelu.s sp.
ZONE VII
ALOAEI

Stromatolita s
PORIFERA
Allosaccus prolixus R81ffiond and Okulitch
Hindia? sp.
Hudsonospongia? sp.
BRYOZO.As

Monotrypa sp.
Monoticulipora·? sp.
BRACHIOPODAs
Leptellina tennesseensis Ulrich and Cooper
Macrocoelia obesa Cooper
Paurorthis sp;GASTROPODA:
Liospira sp.
Maclurites magnus Lesueur
CEPHALOPODA:
Unidentified orthocones
A tarphycerid (Unidentified as to genus and species)
TRILOBITA:
Illaenus fieldi Raymond
Homotelus sp.

$0

Figure 11. FossUs of the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone I.
l.

Onychoplecia brevirostris Cooper
Exterior of brachial valve showing ridge on the
pseudodeltitium, X9.
Zone I, Section A, just below the southwest side of the
Friends Church cemetery, Friendsville, Concord (T.V.A.
138-SW) Quadrangle, Tennessee. Very common.
Domreta ovata Cooper
2 Pedicle and (3) brachial exterior views, 19.
Zone and locality same as preceding. Very abundant.
Ptychopleurella glypta Cooper
Pedicle view showing details of the orna:mentation.
Zone and locality s8Jlle as in no. 1 above. Very abundant.
Dactylo!onia altemata Cooper
Pedic e exterior view, I$.
Locality same as no. 1 above.

Very abundant.

6-7. Maclurites magnus Lesueur
Basal and top view 0£ a cast, X0.7$.
Zone I, east side of Piedmont Road in Rocky Valley, New
Market (T.V.A. 155-SE) Quadrangle, Tennessee. Very abundant.
8-9.

Maclurites magnus LeSueur
Basal and top views of a cast, X0.75.
Zone I, Section F, just south of the University of Tennessee
Hospital, Knoxville (T.V.A. 147-NW) Quadrangle, Tennessee.
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Figure 11.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone I.

Figure 12.
1-3.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone II.
Pliomerops canadensis (Billings)
(1) Dorsal and (2) side view of entire specimen, n.1.
(3) Dorsal view of a slightly coiled specimen.
Zone II, Section B, George Morton Farm, north side of
Gooseneck Road, Louisville (T. V.A. 138-SE} Quadrangle,
Tennessee.

4.

Tetralichas minganensis (Billings)
Cranidium, x2.75.
Zone II, Section D, Longview Farm, Bearden (T.V.A. 138-NE}
Quadrangle, Tennessee.

,.

Sponge spicules, unidentified to genus

n.

Zone and locality same as in no. l above.

6.

Pleurotomaria? ap.
Large high spired gastropod found in several different
zones, xo.B.
Zone II, Section F, just south of the University of Tennessee
Hospital, Knoxville {T.V.A. 147-NW) Quadrangle, Tennessee.

7-B. Billingsaria parva (Billings)

(7) Flat massive corallum, possibly forming incrustations,

Xd.B.

(8) Close up of same specimen showing corallites, n.1.
Zone and locality as in no. 1 above. Very common.
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Figure 12.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone II.
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Figure 13.

Fossils or the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone IV.

1-2. Christiania subquadrata (Hall)

(1) Side view both valves, larger pedicle valve displaying
beekite surface, XJ.
(2) Well preserved interior of a brachia! valve bearing
four prominent longitudinal ridges, XJ. Both specimens
are silicified.
Zone IV a., Section B, George Morton Farms, north side of
Gooseneck Road, Louisville {T.V.A. 138-SE) Quadrangle,
Tennessee. Abundant.

Palaeostro@omena sp.
Pedicle ew, XJ.7.
Zone and locality same as preceding.

4-5.

Orthambonites sp.
Brachial and pedicle exteriors, XJ.8.
Zone IV, Section E, U. s. Route 129, 1.5 miles south of
junction with u. s. Route 11-70, Knoxville (T.V.A. 147-'NW)
Quadrangle, Tennessee.

6.

Valoourea sp. of. Valcourea semioarinata Cooper
Pediole view, IJ.5.
Zone and locality same as preceding.

7.

Multioostella
Exterior of
Zone IV b.,
Quadrangle,

8.

Phragmorthis buttsi Cooper
Exterior pediole view, X4.7.
Zone IV b., Section B, George Morton Farm, north side of
Gooseneck Road, Louisville {T.V.A. 138-SE) Quadrangle,
Tennessee.

sp.

pedicle valve X2.
Section A, Friendsville, Concord (T.V.A. 138-SW)
Tennessee.

Schizambon sp.
Pedicle exterior showing long foraminal slit,
Zone and locality same as preceding.

I4.

10.

Rhipidomena? sp.
Brachial exterior, I4.
Zone and locality same as in no. 6 above.

u.

Plectorthis sp. cf.!• cftacta Cooper and!• transversa
Cooper. Pedicle view,
•
Zone m.d locality same as in no. 7 above.
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Figure 13.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone IV.

Fig-ure 14. Fossils of the Lenoir Limestol\e, Zones I, IV, and VII.
1.

0rthoconic cephalopod
Naturally sectioned nautiloid sll,owing centrally positioned
siphuncle, xo.B.
Zone IV b., Section B, George Morton Fanni north side of
Gooseneck Road, Louisville (T.V.A. 138-SEJ Quadrangle,
Tennessee.

2.

Receptaculites? ct. R. oweni Hall
Flat discoid shape; with eccentric depression corresponding
to narrow projecting base of attachment on under side,
cell rows curve strongly aa they radiate from center, X0.8.
Zone I, New Market (T.V.A. 155-SE) Quadrangle, east side
of Piedmont Road in Rocky Valley.

J.

Receptaculites oweni Hall
Flat probably discoidal or circular shape with funnelshaped depression corresponding to narrow projecting base
of attachment on under side, cell rows curve strongly as
they radiate from center. Commonly called ttaunflower coral"
for its resemblage to the center of the sunfiower, n.7.
Zone IV b., 100 yards southwest o! ~egro cemetery.
Friendsville, Concord (T.V.A. 138-SW) Quadrangle, Tennessee.

4.

Ceraurus sp.
Cranidium showing glabella and one fixed cheek, X2.
Zone and locality as in no. 1 above.

5-6. Low coiled gastropod resembling Liospira or Raphistoma.
Similar £oms common throughout the Lenoir. Side and
basal views, both n.7.
Zone VII, Section B, south side of Gooseneck Road,
Louisville (T.V.A. 138-SE) Quadrangle, Tennessee.
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Figure

14.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone, Zones I, IV, and VII.

;a
Figure

15.

Fossils or the Lenoir Limestone, Zones II and VI.

1-2.

Pleurotomaria? sp.
(1) Top view, xo.8.
Zone V, Jenkins Ridge, 2000 1 south of Pumpkin Center,
Louisville (T.V.A. 138-NE) Quadrangle, Tennessee.
(2) Side view or a different spec:i.men, I0.8.
Zone II, Section D, Longview Farm, Bearden (T.V.A. 138-NE)
Quadrangle, Tennessee.

3-4.

Illaenus fieldi Raymond
(J) Dorsal view or pygidium and thorax or a coiled specimen,

Xl.

(4) Side view or same specimen, n.
Zone VI, Section B, Qooseneek Road, Louisville (T,V.A.
138-SE) Quadrangle, Tennessee.

5.

Homotelus sp.
Oblique view or the pygidium and thorax,
Zone and locality same as preceding.

n.

6-7. Allosaccus prolixus Raymond and Okulitch

(6) Convex surface with small depression in center, note
weathering has displayed canals radiating from the center,

xo.6.

(7) Concave base of a different specimen, all specimens
were found base dolfll, xo.6.
Zone and locality same as in no. 3 above.
8.

Hudsonospongia? sp,
Top view with silicified vertical and radiating canals,

xo.6.

Zone VII, marble quarry, Friendsville, Concord

(T.V.A. 138-SW) Quadrangle, Tennessee.

9.

A tarphycerid cephalopod, unidentified as to genus.

xo.6.

Zone and locality same a11 in no. 8 above.
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8

Figure

15.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone, Zone II and VI.
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Figu.re 16. Fossils or the Lenoir Limestone characteristic or Zone VII.
l-3.

Cryptozoan
Top, cross section, profile oross section, xo.;.
Zone VII, Cox Farm, west of Mountain Hill, Louisville
(T.V.A. 138.SE) Quadrangle, Tennessee.

4.

Macrocoelia obesa Cooper
Exterior pedicle view, n.7.
Zone VII, Section B, south side or Gooseneck Road,
Louisville (T.V.A. 138-SE) Quadrangle, Tennessee.

5.

Maclurites magnus Lesueur
Basal view of Maclurites cast with a trilobite pygidium
(Homotelus?), xo.75.
Zone and locality as in no. 4 above.

6-7.

Maclurites BP• and encrusting algae?
{6) Gastropod cast with ·some trace of incrustation along
sutures, xo.a.
(7) Algae? incrusting cast, xo.8.
Zone VII, east of Mountain Hill, Louisville (T.V.A. 138-SE)
Quadrangle, Tennessee.
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Figure 16.

Fossils of the Lenoir Limestone characteristic of Zone VII.
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Pal.eoecology
Introduction
The main body of the Lenoir in the study area, a• previously
noted, can be divided into a sequence of ••~n 1onee.

The underlying

Mosheim, given lllelllber status by recent stratigraphers, is not included
in the sequence or numerical designations.

Additional study could

lead to inclusion of this unit but is beyond the -,cope of the present
study. The litb.ologic and paleontologia differences and similarities
of the zones in the typical Lenoir, it is believed, are a reflection
of' environment and are therefore ecological..
The fossil record was examined in each zone in regard to verti~
cal and lateral distribution of components, associations, manner of

preservation, and relationship to the sediment.

From these observations

a number of' basic deductions have been ude whtch may lead to a clearer
stratigraphic interpretation of the Lenoir.
It has been noted that the general ch•racteristic of' zones in
the lower half' of the formation are repeated in the upper portion.
This may indicate some relationship between the similar zones at least
to conditions under which they were deTeloped.
Zone I
In the Friendsville area, Zone I is composed of two lithologies:
a typical argillaceous limestone, and a more coarsely crystalline
limestone somewhat resembling marble.

In the southem portion of the

thesis area the fauna consists of nUJllerous 19111&l.l braohiopoda,
bryozoans, and crinoid fragments with oocasional, Blllall, low-spired
gastropods.

It should be noted that one large Maclurites specimen

was found.

To the north, for example in the Blue Grass section and

farther, the zone contains larger fossils as a more argillaceous
lithology becomes dominant.

The major components there are

Maclurites magnus Lesueur, illosaccus prolixus Raymond and Okulitoh,
and cryptozoans.

These are all large types and their occurrenoe and

ecologic implication is duplica~d in Zone VII.

A nearshore, shallow

water, high energy environment is suggested.
Large Maclurites are abundant (Figure 17) and although exceptions occur, the majority assume an orientation with their fiat,
basal side down.

The abundance of these large gastropods in a

restricted fauna seems contrary to the natural habitat of the organism.·
It would be expected to be found associated with nwu.erous other
organisms. The absence of Maclurites opercula seems also to. be significant. With the large nwnber of shells at least some opercula
would be expected. A highly probable interence to

be

drawn is that

the gastropod conchs, once free from the neshy part of the organism
after death, drifted some distance before eddies and currents concentrated them.

This would accouht tor the mis8ing opercula, an orienta-

tion likely to pea stable one in a high energy environment, and,
possibly, a mechanical sorting by currents to account for the
similarity in size.
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Figure 17. Maclurites-dominated Zone I. This photograph illustrates
the large size and abundance of Maclurites casts in Zone I.
T.G.C. are 618,600 N. and 2,726,350 E.

This is not to say that living large-shelled gastropods were
not endemic to this zone.

As a Jll&ti.r of tact, large size would have

survival value in a high energy zone.
Sponges are also indicative of a high energy type

environ-

In tom they are heJllispherical and of

ment as implied in Zone I.
low relief.

ot

Modern forms living in areas a.f'f'eqted by strong changing

currents have similar or encrusting torms.

The circulation of the

water by- currents would be beneficial to the sponges which thrive in
shallow, near shore water.
The cryptozoans indicate shallow water and possess an adaptive
form similar to that or the sponges, low bowl-shaped maeses.
Zone I in the Friendsville area has a large and varied
brachiopod population indicating a lower energy environment.

Both

valves or the 1111.all brachiopods are present and long segments of
little altered branching bryozoans are common.

Shells in this part

of Zone I are located nomally on bedding surfaces and appear to be
little disturbed.

A similar assemblage is found above the Mosheim

where it is present.
The Mosheim presents a separate problem that was not attacked
in any detail in this study.

The lithology seems to indicate an

environment of deposition quite dissimilar to that of the typical
Lenoir.

It is a relatively pure limestone while the main body of

Lenoir is highly impure.

The Mosheim has been recorded as sparingly

fossiliferous to unfossiliferous but detaile.d study is required to
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support this assumption.
gastropods and ostracods.

The fossils observed were mainly large
As previously mentioned, the Mosheim is

nearly continuous in the thesis area.
One inescapable conclusion concerning the Mosheim in reference
to its high calcium carbonate content is that little contamination by
elastic deposition occurred during the formation of the limestone.
This implies a restricted site of deposition.
Zone II
Six different phyla are represented in Zone II.

There are a

number of homeomorphic forms present in the Lenoir and especially in
this zone.

For this reason the classif'ioation of some specimens is

still in doubt.

At any rate there is a multitude o! fossil types in

comparison to most other zones.

The assemblage consists of brachiopods,

bryozoans, cephalopods, crinoids, gastropods, sponges, trilobites,
corals, and questionable stromatoporoids.

This indicates an environment

ideally suited for a large and varied populatio:n.

The components of the

fauna suggest shallow, clean, near shore water, possibly of warm
temperature.
The fossils appear to be evenly distributed.

The major types

in this zone have been found from the southern to the northern
extremities of the study area.

The fauna is composed of both fragmented

and complete fossils and many well preserved specimens were collected.
Two nearly complete specimens of the trilobite Pliomerops canadensis
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were collected trom one location along with several rock slabs
displaying sponge spicules in original orientation.
conditions appear to be indicated.

Low energy

Crinoid and bryozoan fragments

are common but these more delicate types might be expected to become
disassembled and fragmented.
One of' the most abundant types in this zone are small, lowspired gastropods, in this case appearing to be native to the sone,
as do the less common orthoconic oephalopods, and not drifting shells.
All fossils seem to be deposited roughly parallel to bedding and
randomly scattered.

Both large and small forms are present.

Large

blocks containing Billingsaria parva (Billings) are common, along
with Allosaccus prolixus, which ranges f'rom common to dominant.

In

the latter case, this zone resembles Zone VI which is dominated by
this sponge form.

A few large gastropods resembling Maclurites

magnus Lesueur are the large forms present.

The remainder of the

fauna is normally small.
Zone III
Zone III is not continuously well exposed in the thesis area
but where outcrops were observed they were sparingly fossiliferous
to barren.

The lower portion of the zone (Figures 18 and 19)

generally contains shale and chert and resembles Zone II while blocks
exposed in the upper portion resemble Zone IV.

Although few fossils

were observed, in one exposure at the head of' Cox Ci-eek embayment just
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Figure 18. Shaly, chert-bearing, unfossiliferous beds of Zone III,
Section C. This exposure is located approximately 2 miles
northeast of Friendsville. T.G.C. are 511,300 N. and 2,559,190 E,
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Figure 19. Porous, yellow-brown ch9rt nodules weathered out of beds
in Zone III, Section c. Chert of this type is common in both
the lower and upper portions o! the Lenoir. T.G.C. are 511,300 N.
and 2,559,190 E.
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west of Louisville in presumed Zone III beds (structural involvement

makes identification speculative) there are abundant large orthoconic
cephalopods.

Similar forms have previously been mentioned in Zone III

st:irata of Section

c.

Such concentration of these conchs is highly

suggestive of drifting.
benthonic.

The large oephalopods were undoubtedly

After the death and removal of the organism, the empty

shells must have drifted widely and were locally concentrated by'
eddies or currents.

Although such occurrences can yield little

paleoecological information, the floating conchs might possiblyserve as a horizon marker, cutting across environmental zonation.
The lack of a large fossil f•una which might be considered
in situ is characteristic of this zone.

The only conclusions to be

drawn trom this feature are that environmental conditions were not
amenable to the development of a large fauna, or, if conditions were
suitable for populations to flourish, all traces of them have been
obliterated.

The latter seems least likely.

Zone IV
This zone has been divided for discussion purposes into two
parts based largely on certain paleontologio and lithologio distinctions which are not sufficient, however, to warrant separation into
particular zones.
Subzone A is somewhat lithologioally distinctive in that the
wavy irregular clay partings exhibited elsewhere in the formation are
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accented to create a nodular or cobbly appearance of the massive
outcropping blocks and ledges (Fig'\ll'e 20).

1t no place were these

blocks observed to weather into nodular rubble and loose fragments
or

l!llll&ll

blocks common to much or the formation.

An unusual deep

orange-red soil is developed in vertical channels to depths ot
6 to 8 reat or more •
The .t'auna of this subzone is basically simple.

It is comprised

essentially of one species of brachiopod, Christiania subquadrata
(Figure 20).

Specimens are concentrated in layers in the upper

portion of the subzone and occur in great numbers when present.

In

the layers, the specimens are not particularly oriented but are
found randomly in any and all positions, some along the irregu.lar
surfaces with the clay partings, others with no relationship to
bedding.
Beoause of silicification, another feature of the subzone,
the fossils stand out in weathering relief and are abundant in the
thick residuum.

Both valves are in contact except where pby"sically

separated and internal features are well preserved.
often developed on valve surfaces.

Beekite is

In the thesis area, an example

of the extraordinary abundance of specimens in the residuum can be
found in the Negro cemetery in the northwest part of Friendsville
community where they literally cover the ground.
As pointed out above, the distribution of Christiania in
this subzone is not uniform but concentrated in the upper portions.
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A.

B.

Figure 20. nchristiania Beds," Subzone IV a., Section B.
A. Massive, resistant ledges with typical nodular or cobbly
appearance. Note the development of residuum which is distinctive
and typical of this subzone. B. Concentration of Christiania
subquadrata. T.G.C. are 507,100 N. and 2,557,825 E.
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The continuity of the lateral distribution 0£ this species at
approximately the same horizon is beyond qu~u,tion in the thesis
area. Observation or this by others has -.ocorded Christiania a
major role in recent correlation of Middle Ordovician rocks in East
Tennessee by some authors.

Consequently, more discussion and

emphasis has been centered on Christiania than any other Lenoir
fossil.

This matter will be discussed in a later chapter.
Aside from the correlation quest1on 1 occurrence of the

Christiania has various environmental implications.

One significant

feature mentioned previously is that both valves of the shell are
present and in contact 1 showing little separation and breakage.

A

low energy environment is indicated permitting the small shells to
be buried

!!!

situ. The thick clay partings characteristic of the

matrix lithology in this subzone suggests that the organism was
adapted to a muddy enviromuent, and one that persisted £or long
periods 0£ time as renected by the massiveness of the subzone.
The lack of a record 0£ other organisms would appear to suggest
that conditions were unsuitable tor them but ideal tor Christiania.
Subzone bis a braohiopod-dominated portion of Zone IV.
It has been separated from the lower division or the zone because
of certain lithologic and paleontologic differences.

While the

lithology is very much the same, the large massive blocks (Figure 21)
may be observed to break into small nodular or slabby blocks with
we,athering (Figure 22) unlike the lower zone which maintains its
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Figure 21. Quarry in Zone IV. This photograph illustrates the
massiveness of the zone. This .is a former Blount County quarry
just recently abandoned. T.G.C. are 518,400 N. and 2,577,400 E.
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Figure 22. Weathered exposure of Subzone IV b., Section B. This view
illustrates the rubbly surfaces of small slabby blocks and chips
formed by this subzone in contrast to Subzone IV a. which retains
its massive appearance. T.G.C. are 506,680 N. and 2,557,825 E.
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massive appearance.

The fossils are silicified but to a lesser

degree than in the lower zone.

The most important distinction is

the variety of brachiopods and other organisms.

Trilobites, sponges,

bryozoans, and orthoconic cephalopods are all coJDJllOn and small
gastropods are fowid occasionally, but the significance of these
lll8lllbers is dwar~ed by the abwidance of braohiopods.

Unfortunately,

braohiopods do not indicate any special set ot environmental conditions.
appear

The presence of a Lingula-type (Lingulella) braohiopod does
to indicate a definite zone, the littoral or shore 1one.

The same conclusion would have been inferred from the fauna even in
absence of the Lingula-type.

The brachiopods apparently nourished

with numerous associated_ organisms. Christiania subquadrata is
still present and abundant and this points out that the subzone does
not merit individukl. zonal designation.

The continued presence of

Christiania indicates that the changes in conditions were not
drastic. The environmental changes that did occur apparently- were
not great enough to affect the Christiania but of enough consequenc•
to encourage a more luxuriant population.
The brachiopods and other members of the fauna appear to be
evenly distributed in this zone and the zone is consistent in position
and composition in the_ study area.

The brachiopoda are often found

forming a foss1.l hash with bryozoan, crinoid, and trilobite fragments.
Often one shell is found encrusted on another.
partially silicified.

The brachiopods are

They occasionally weather completely free of
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the matrix but usually are found well exhib1 ted on the weathered
slabby or nodular blocks.
many

Usually the valves are separated but

specimens still possess both valves and in either case the

shells show 11ttle wear or breakage.

The entire f'auna seems to be

normally deposited with expected orientation of' the shells along
bedding plane surfaces appearing relatively undisturbed.
The other components on a whole indicate shallow near shore
water.

Br;y-ozoans pre.fer shallow seas, and IIWl7 live fairly close

to shore.

They seem to pre.fer clear water rather than turbid,

muddy water so they may be oited as another point in f'avor o.f a
more desirable environment compared tQ the suspected muddy environment of' the Christiania.

The trilobites suggest no special set of'

conditions since it is believed that they were not confined to any
single environment and most could live, under a variety of' conditions.
The sponges indicate clean, near shore, shallow water and the
cephalopods, if' in place, would probably indicate a shallow water
environment where other organi111111s were plentiful.
In summary, this subzone denotes a change in environmental
conditions from those of Su.bzone IV a. to conditions more suitable
to a leas restricted and more diversified population. Conditions
were certainly more advantageous to lite.

environment is indicated by the assemblage.

Shallow water, low energy
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Zone V
Zone V is sparingly fossiliferous to barren.

It is gradational

with the bordering zones and, therefore, some elements from adjacent
faunas are included such as brachiopods in the lower portion and
sponges in the upper portion.
zone is sterile.

However, the major portion of this

The lithologic characteristics of this zone are

similar to the rest of the formation except that it is smewhat more
impure with a higher silt fraction.
'

This zone represents a major change in conditions from those
prevailing during the deposition of Subzone b of Zone IV where lite
was abundant and varied.

Apparently, there was a gradual shift in

environment to which the brachiopods and associ•tes could not adjust.
It seems reasonable to assume that an increase in mud or other
physical. and chemical alterations of environmental conditions eliminated the majority of niches formerly occupied.

Less likely is the

removal o£ all trace of former inhabitants subsequent to death.
Perhaps this zone reflects deeper water deposition or a high energy
environment unsuitable for survival of most organisms.
It is noteworthy that many similarities between this zone and
Zone III exist.

It is possible that a return to those earlier

conditions is reflected in Zone V.
Zone VI
The fauna of Zone VI is very restricted.

The dominant form

is the sponge Allosaccus prolixus Raymond and Okuli tch.

There are
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some braohiopods, trilobites, and orthoconic cephalopod.s, but their
presence is greatly- obscured by the preponderant occurrence of

illosaccus.
The form and presence of Allosaccus appear to have several
ecological implications.

First, as previously noted, hemispherical,

low shape is very characteristic of modern toms living in atrong,
often changing, currents.

The presence ot sponges would appear to

indicate a near shore shallow enviromnent, the water relatively low
in cllcy' and silt yet freely circulating.

The Lenoir is argillaoeous

but perhaps currents prevented the settling of much tine material

during times of abundance and, later., the silt and clay were responsible for restriction ot sponge growth.
This sponge-dominated zone M81' indicate the tore flank ot a
reef enviromnent. The sponges are composed of the same or nearly
the same material as the host limestone and are intimately related

to the enclosing matrix.

They appear to be oriented with their base

along bedding., the most stable position with respect to currents.
When extremely abundant, the sponges appear to be partially

responsible for some of the nodular or cobbly weathered appearance

ot the Lenoir (Figure 23). On fiat surfaces or gentle slopes they
retain their approxilllate original positions with a concave bottom
directed downward and a shallowly depressed upper surface with canals
seen radiating from the center if preserved.

Figure 23. Zone VI, Section A. Sponges are often abundant in this
zone and as illustrated by this photograph they may be partially
responsible for the nodular or cobbly weathered appearance.
T.G.C. are 501,710 N. and 2,553,090 E.
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Weathering in this zone usually produces short, narrowly
elongate blocks with pseudo-conchoidal surfaces as compared with
more equidimensional or nodular weathering products seen in other
zones.
The brachiopods and trilobites in this zone refiect less
vigorous conditions, perhaps nearby localized biohermal development.
The orthoconic cephalopods appear to have random distribution in the
zone and may have been related to this zone in life.

The apparently

pqsioal concentration of such shells seen in other 1ones was not
observed.
Zone VII
The fauna of Zone VII is well defined.

It is consistent

wherever the zone has been recognized throughout the thesis area.
The basically simple fauna is composed of Maclurites magnus LeSueur,
Allosaccus prolixus Raymond and Okulitch, Macrocoelia

~

Cooper,

medium to large orthoconic cephalopods, and cryptozoans or other
strom.atolites.

Specimens or all or these components tend toward

large size although individual large specimens may occur in other
zones, for example in Zone I.

Excepting the varied brachiopod

fauna not present in Zone VII., many characteristics of this zone

.

compare favorably with Zone I., especially in the central to northern
part of the thesis area.

This is particularly true of the mutual

dominance of Maclurites, Allosaccus, and oryptozoan stro:matolites
in places in both zones.
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The fauna of' Zone VII is discussed in the .following paragraphs
in terms of its five major elements, gastropod, sponge, stromatolite,

cephalopod, and brachiopod, etc., element.
Gastropod element.
but some are pelagic.
shallow water.

Most marine gastropods today are benthonic

The vast majority live in comparatively

The gastropod of' this zone is Maclurites and as

mentioned under Zone I, these large specimens generally are fo'lll'ld
with the flat side (base) of the shell down.

Thie appears to be

the preferred orientation although exceptions have been observed.
It is noteworthy that there is a lack of Maclurites opercula (as in
Zone I) which would be expected among the numerous shells found.
The abundance of large gastropods in this zone appears to be
out of balance with what would be expected in a natural environment.
Marine snails are benthonic carnivores or herbivores today, although
a few strain mud for .food.

The size and numerical strength of' these

snails imply a dependence on a nutritional base of larger dimension
than that represented by their fossil associates.

The suggestion is

made, as in Zone I, that these were originally empty conchs floated

to the site of deposition while buoyant and preserved in a foreign
thanatocoenose.

The orientation of the shell mentioned previously

appears to be a natural position of rest following the activity of'
transporting currents.

During or following movement and settling,

the shells were swept full of' sediment by the currents. Maclurites
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casts have been found in some cases to contain fossil fragments
such as brachiopod valves as shell fillings and commonly the matrix
of the cast, the typical fossil type, is very- similar to that of the
enclosing limestone.

Following death and before transport, opercula

must have been separated .f'rom the shell which would account for their
absence, a point raised in describing Zone I.
The concentration of the Maolurites fossils in this zone is
consistent from one mile south of Friendsville to the Keller Bluff
peninsula area, a distance of at least nine or ten miles.

The

charaoteristios ot Zone VII, on the whole, do not indicate environmental conditions under which an abundant population could flourish
but rather an environment of high energy and rigorous conditions
tolerated by only specially adapted types and forms.

The Zone II

association tor gastropods such as Maclurites seems a more natural
one.
Sponge element.

The sponge, Allosaccus prolixus, is comm.only

very abundant in this zone.

A number of specimens measured ranged

from. 4 to 15 cm. in base diameter and 2 to 6 cm. in height.

They are

invariably oriented with their greatest diameter, across the base,
parallel or approximately parallel to bedding and apparently in living
position.

It should be noted that this coulo. be the most stable

position following current orientation.

This raises a question as to

whether the Zone VII sponges may represent a physical concentration
peripheral to Zone VI where they are the chief if not exclusive famal
element.
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As in Zone VI, sponges appear to be responsible tor scme of
the nodular or cobbly appearance of most weathered surfaces.

The

fossils take on the appearance of the enclosing matrix but are
slightly more resistant to weathering with some silicifioation displayed.
Sponges of the modern sea displaying a subhemispherical fol"Jll
comparable to Allosaocus grow under conditions of strong currents
which frequently change direction.

In more placid waters, they are

associated with a varied fauna, none of which is present in Zone VII.
Although distributed throughout the Lenoir, Allosaccus is
concentrated in certain zones as previously noted but the concentrations are themselves variable.

In Zones V and VI they ma_y be dominant

or nearly so and they occur without association with large gastropods
and orthoconic cephalopods.

The latter., on the other hand., is

particularly the case in Zone VII and in Zone I.

It is believed that

this latter association is due to high energy conditions responsible
for ph7sical. concentration of some elements or marginal biological
conditions to 'Which only special forms were adapted.
Cryptozoan-Strom.atolite element.

This element is a reliable

ind.ex to Zone VII which, in this respect along with other features,

resembles Zone I.

Mainly they are fairly symmetrical., if uncompressed,

concentric masses often with laminae in relief due to silification.
Undoubtedly, many of these forms are referable to the algal cryptozoans
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believed to be ancient cyanophytes.

Others, sil1lilar in form but less

convincing, are referred to the general term, stromatolite.

All these

forms occur in the same zones and appear to be in the natural position.
The size of these forms range from a few inches to a foot or
more in diameter.

They served to entrap particles of detritus around

which. they developed curving laminae.

Some apparently are partial.17

dolomitized but this feature has not been investigated to &n7 degree
as y,t.

The distribution of these forms parallels that.of Maclurites
consistentl7 (Figure 24) and they are found often encru.sting upon the
gastropod shells.

Close inspection

or

some weathered specimens of

the latter shows :markings left b7 the incru.station.
During the time of development of these forms, a shallow
depth of less than 30 meters is assured.

Beyond this the light

necessary tor photosynthetic organisms does not penetrate.
Cephalopod element. Orthoconic cephalopods are common in this
zone, yet not particularly concentrated in great numbers in any one
place in the thesis area.

They are subcircular to lenticular in

cross section, and of moderate length up to a foot.

Operating in

lite close to the bottom, these anim.als released the heavy shells
upon death and these may have been contributed directly to the bottom
sediment close at hand. Remaining afloat, however, the conchs could
have drifted great distances.

It is not improbable that these fairly
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Figure 24. Close association of Maclurites and cryptozoans in Zone VII.
The large cryptozoan in this photograph is flanked by casts of
Maclurites indicated by the circles on the outcrop. In this same
location cryptozoans were found encrusted on casts of the gastropod.
T.G.C. for this location are 529,435 N. and 2,570,875 E.
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robust forms were well adapted to the high energy enviromnent implied
by other elements in this zone.

The environmental significance of

these foms, however, remains in doubt.
Brachiopod

~

other elements.

A large, strophomenid

brachiopod, Macrocoelia (Rafinesquina) obeea Cooper, is common in the
zone.

Specimens· are found upon the bedding planes and may- be partially'

silicified with beekite on valve surfaces.

They are evenly distributed

in the zone and are found consistently where outcrops of the zone occur.
They permit only lillited ecological or association interences other

than that they are large brachiopods tound with other large fossils.
If this zone does indicate high energy conditions, as previously suggested, it is logical to assume that the possession of-a.large and
heavier shell might have survival value.

This argument coincides with

the presence of large trilobites such as Illaenus among otllers in the
zone.

A limited number of other brachiopods and some br;yozoans,

however, add little support to this view except that at times they

are fragmented.

CHAPTER IV
THE CORRELATION PROBLEM
Introduction
In an earlier chapter, the controversy concerning Middle
Ordorlcian correlation was introduced as a justification for reexamination of the formations and faunas involved and, in particular, the
Lenoir Formation in central East Tennessee where many of the con.flicting
opinions have their source.
In this chapter, the 'Views or the principal advocates ot the
contrasting interpretations will be examined in closer detail and these
opinions will be judged in the light of evidence gathered in the
development of the present thesis.
1

Stage and Inter--formational Correlation

G. A. Cooper (1956) correlated his restricted I.enoir ..Limestone
with the Croyn Point and Valcour Formations of the New York Champlain
Valley section.

In this 'View, the brachiopods, Onychoplecia and

Valcoureach(lracterize the Crown Point while Hesperorthis and
Titanambonites link the Lenoir with the Valcour.

Species of Mimella

:ma;y be related to either of the two formations.

CoopeT states that the most important brachiopods in his Arline
Formation, t~e Upper Lenoir representative in the Friendsville area,
ares

Bilauri41,, Christiania, Eremotoechia, Isophrapa~ Palaeostrophomena,
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Phragmorthis, Platymena, and Titanambonites. These fossils have a
wide geographic distribution. Cooper relates the el•ents of this
assemblage at least in part to the following formation:

the Little

Oak and Pratt Ferry of Alabama; the Botetourt, Ef'fna, and Edinburg
of Virginia; the Shippensburg of Maryland and Pennsylvania; and the
Benbolt and Tellico of Tennessee.

Cooper also compares the Arline

closely- to the Stinchar-Balolatchi ass•blage or the Girvan district
of Scotland.

It is noteworthy- that all of the formations with

related brachiopods are post-Chazy-an according to the correlation
chart of Tvenhofel, _!1

!!.•

(1954).

Raymond (1928) identified 21 species of brachiopods from the
Lenoir.

His specimens were collected from three widely- spaced

localities:

the Knoxville vicinity-, Bluff City- , Tennessee, and the

Catawba Valley-, north of Salem., Virginia.

Raymond notes-that 9 of

the 21 species were originally- described frOJll the Chazy- thus giving
the Lenoir a strong Chazy-an appearance.

He felt that the.Lenoir

represented Middle Chazy- but noted that the presence or Christiania
and Plectambonites were non-Chazy-an elements of the fauna.

He con-

cludes that an admixture of the two main el•ents, both European in
origin, is indicated.
and

Raymond noted also that the Athens., Holston.,

Ottosee all contain some elements of the Chazy-. Raymond further

stressed the close relationship between the brachiopod genera of the
American Middle Ordovician with the faunas in Scotland.
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The •Christiania Beds"
. Central to the problem or correlation is the tille-stratigraphic
significance or the Christiania-bearing beds in the Lenoir.
■ost

Unlike

or the braohiopod genera listed in the preceding section, speci-

mens tend to be concentrated in great numbers and vall-preaerved; and
the7 dominate a portion or the sequence exclusively. Hence tha7 have
been chosen by ao• authors aa an index to relative age interpretation

ot the formation.
At the type section in Athens, the Athens Shale rests upon a
'

thin layer or Lenoir Limestone, overlain by a thin bed or impure limestone abounding in Christiania (G. A. Cooper, 1956).
Athens then interf'ingers laterally with Lenoir.

The whole or the

Tracing the units

northward the percentage or l;Ulestone increases while the shale percentage decreases until at Friendsville shale is no longer present.
Christiania is missin~i1;1 the type Chaz7 in New York and.~e
l~er
boundary or its geologic; r,mge has 'teen drawn at t.he top
.
'..

'

Chaz7an stage.

.,-

,,

.

Based on the presence of Christiania roughl7

c,f,,,

~

the
,

the

lliddle portion of the Lenoir in the Friendsville area,•and the fact
that the7 are missing from the type locality at Lenoir City, Tennessee,
Cpoper (1956) considered the upper Lenoir to be a •restricted Lenoir•
whicti, ~e n.a:med the Arline Formation.

Christiania is pre~ent,,in
the
\!
i :·

•

lower portions of the Arline and.is diagnostic of the formation.

The

Arline is regarded, therefore, as younger than all of the Lenoir at
the type localit7 in Lenoir City.

Since both the type Lenoir and the
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renamed Arline both are overlain by the Holston Form.ation,the Holston
beds are not considered equivalent.

Thereupon, the Athens Shale is

considered to be a racies equivalent of the Arline Fo:naation portion
of the undivided Lenoir.
Rodgers (1952, 1953) stated that the contact between the underlying Lenoir and the Athens is gradational and that the Athens is
laterally equivalent to the Lenoir as a whole and not •to just the
restricted •Upper Lenoir," or Arline Formation of Cooper.

He belieftd

that the units of the Knoxville-Friendsville belt correspond exactly
to the units of the standard belt or the Lenoir t;ype locality and
suggested that the Christiania fauna is restricted to the ahaly limestone facies.

He believed that this facies invaded the area under

consideration at an earlier time during Lenoir deposition than it
did in the standard belt to the northwest where the Christiania fauna
first appears in the lower part of the Ottosee or equivalent rocks.
Rodgers (in Twenhofel

~

!!.•, 1954)

has suggested, therefore, that the

restrictions set for Christiania are too rigid and that facies implications have been overlooked.

He states;

The lateral gradation of the Lenoir limestone (not just the
nupper Lenoir") into the Christiania-bearing Athens suggests that
Christiania ranges even lower than shown on the chart, into
equivalents of the Chazy. Probably it is exluded from rocks
commonly classed as Chazy by facies differences.
In the course or establishing regional familiarity with the
Lenoir, outcrops were examined between the lnoxville-Friend~ville

area and the type locality in thtt ~tandard belt. To the south .c,f
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Friendsville in Monroe County, Christiania were found to occur wit.hin
30 feet of the Knox contact in the Craighead Limestone Coapan;y quar1"7
(T.G.C. 442,500 N., 2,483,300 E.).

The Lenoir exposed is a nodular

shaly limestone. This erldence appears to challenge the use of
Christiania as a specific time marker. Furthermore, its use in subdividing a formation constructed on lithologic grounds without time
connotation is a questionable procedure.

It is adJlitted that the

Christiania beds do have a somewhat distinctive appearance but, as
indicated in the previous chapter, typical ru.bbly •Lower Lenoir•
lithology follows the Christiania beds and :much of the lover fauna
including Christiania repeats itselt.

The lithology with d ~ t

Christiania (Zone IV) is an accentuation ot the typical Lenoir with
thicker clay partings producing a cobbly or nodular weathered effect.
These •Upper Lenoir• beds are also chert producing, a lithologic
distinction used by Cooper (1956) to characterize •Lower Lenoir.•
The Maclurites-bearing beds in the lower portion is an apparent
repetition of ccnditions.

This reoccurrence of Maclurites also

appears in the belt of the type locality.

In the portion of the belt exudned, the measured sections
revealed that the Christiania beds are higher in the section to the
north and lover in the s011th with respect to upper and lower. contacts •
.-

This again suggests that they appear lower

a southward direction toward Athens.

am

,!

:

lover in the section in

9.3

It se•a likely that the Christiania tauna is faciea controlled
and transgresses northward and westward.

If this is true, the

Christiania horizon at Athens is the age equiTal.ent of the lover Lenoir
in the Friendsville area and is probably Chazy-an. This would require
revision downward ot the presently established range for Christiania
(Twenhofel et

.!:!•,

1954).

Concluataaa Regarding Correlation
The weight of evidence derived trom the present study supports
the view ot Rodgers (195.3).

The Christiania tacies apparently invaded

the Lenoir to the east and did not reach the area ot depoaition ot the
Lenoir type locality until a later time during which the Ottosee was
being deposited.

The movement of Christiania up the colllllll trom Athens

to Knoxrille indicates that this is the case.
Detailed field inspection revealed no suggestion of unconformity
in the Lenoir immediately below the Christiaiµ.a beds. This,- in the
view of the writer, further weakens the argument for subdivision.

Age

relationships between Friendsville area and Lenoir City Holston are
beyond the scope of the present investigation.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY ARD CONCLUSlONS
Knoxri.lle-Friends'Ville Lenoir
The Lenoir Limestone in the thesis area consists or a separately
1

distinct lower Mosheim Member and the main body of Lenoir.

The Mosheim

is a dove- to dark-gray, massive, cryptocrystalline li.Jlestone, with

such distinctive features as birds-eye calcite and a conchoidal. fracture.
In the study area the Mosheim occurs almost continuously, normally- with
an erosional surface separating it from the main body·of the Lenoir,
as welLa,. the more familiar one separating it from. the Knox below.
The major _portion of the Lenoir is an impure limestone with
nodular weathered appearance.

a ru.bbly or

The formation contains seTeral lithologic

variations but for the most part it is a medium- to dark-gray, finely"
ceystalline limestone with clq partings along irregular surfaces.
Coarsely crystalline limestone occurs in both the Mosheim-and the Lenoir.
The Lenoir is overlain by either the Holston Formation or,the Chapman
Ridge Sandstone. Lenoir-type lithology is f'ound above Holston-type
lithology in places.

Some "marble-ized• Mosheim has also been seen.

In the Friendsville vicinity and elsewhere in the study area,
analysis or measured sections and close inspection or raunal elements
has reTealed that the Lenoir Formation can be subdivided into a number
of zones based on general lithologic and paleontologic criteria.
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The
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lithologic and paleontologic dif'ferences and similarities of the zones
appear to be a refiection of en'ri.ronment.

Examination of the fauna

characteristic of each zone makes it possible to draw ·-inferences which
mq lead to a better understanding of these rocks.

It vu ·noted that

the general characteristics of the lover three zones were repeated in
the upper portion of the formation indicating perhaps-a return to
former en'ri.roDJll8ntal conditions.

These zones and their faunal assem-

blages were traced where exposed throughout the thesis area and were
found to be persistent.

The results of this investigation strongly-

suggest that further study- of this nature may- resolve -several points
of controversy- introduced by- previous workers who have attempted to
subdivide and correlate these rocks in the past.
Recent workers have used brachiopods to subdivide. and correlate
the Lenoir, and, in particular, one genus, Christiania, has been given

a chief role in the matter of subdivision and correlation,. Evidence
produced by- the present study- challenges this position and appears to
support the contention of Rodgers (195~, Twenhofel

!l !:!•)

that the

restrictions placed on the stratigraphic range o! Christiania are too
rigid and that the Christiania •zone• is environmental rather than
temporal.

No wide spread unconformity- was found below the Christiania

beds to further weaken the argument for subdinsion.
In contrast with most previous studies, the present investigation
sought to examine the total fauna with respect to its organization into
enruonmental associations, each governed in its distribution by- implied
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environmental. conditions.

Fossil species endemic to a particular zone

along with exotic element~ whose presence appears to be sedimentological. in origin collectively represent Tarious expresnons ot, energy
intensity, it is believed, and proTide a basis tor establishing
paleogeographic boundaries.

In the local situation, for example, it seems reasonable to
assume.that taunal and other characteristics ot Zones·! through III
impq a continuous reduction in turbulence or other high energy

conditions and consequent biological adaptations and sedi.lllentological
var1-,tions.

Following the development of Zone IV with- its brachiopod

assemblages including Christiania, an orderly return to the previous

conditions is belieTed to be refiected by Zones V through VII.

There-

fore, it is concluded that correct interpretation of these beds and
their faunas in the past has been complicated by shifting facies.
of specific elements out of the context

or

Use

such dynamic implications

can be challenged.
Regional Il,:plications
Perhaps the most significant &Qhievement of this inveetigation
is the division of the Lenoir into recognizable zones which should
proTe valuable in deciphering the geologic history of the formation.
It was found through reconnaissance ot outcrops outside the study area
that zonal characteristics are persistent and predictable.

Some

success along these lines has been achieTed in the Mascot and Boyde
Creek areas of Lenoir exposure.
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One striking discovery- it the sequence in which the zones occur.
The symmetry- or the sequence seems to have more signit.Lcance than mere
coincidence.

This sequence, if lateral, would suggest Zone IV

(Christiania beds) as a central core with similar conditions existing
on the limbs with three zones on each side of the core. The sequence,
however, is vertical. The major differences that occur are mainly in
the f'ossi.l types included in the respective f'aunal assemblages.

These

changes have been interpreted as ecologic rather than ewlutionary and
indicate changing environments.

The latter must have taken place

rapidl7 or abruptly since, paleontologically, the zones are quite distinctive with rather sharp boundaries.

A f'ew types such as the sponge

illosaccus are found throughout the formation but f'or the

most

part

the f'aunasappear to be well restricted.

In short, the rocks in the Knoxville-Friendsville Lenoir belt
are believed to represent a sectional view or shifting environments,
transgressive in nature, duriP,-f,t. the interval. of' tillle represented.
!.

.-

With the local sample of' the Lenoir formation better understood, it
is tempting to place the vertical section of rocks described into a
regional setting.
In the view of' the wri;er, Figlllfe 25 diagranuna:t.ically illustrates
a. possible: regional interpreta:tion which could serve as a working
hypothesis against which the results of' further investigation of' these
rocks could be compared.
As shown in the diagram, individual zones might rise higher in

the

section along strike or the formation.

or

special interest in this
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Figure 25. Suggested regional relationship of the Knoxville-Friendsville
Lenoir section (A-A').
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regard is the e'Yidence discussed previousl7 that Christiania..,
characteristic or Zone IV in the thesis area,

;i.nd

used as a strati-

graphic aarker b7 some authors, is known to occur lower in the section
to the south.

It is tempting to speculate that raunal elements

characteristic or other zones similarl7 varr in position in the section
as illustrated.
The lithologio aspects or the Lenoir sequence represented in the
thesis area quite obvioual7 bear on the problem ot local and-regional
interpretation.

The whole Middle Ordovician interval in taie section

or tbe Valle7 and Ridge province appears to renect the intertingering

ot elastic and non-elastic lithosomes. The typical impure limestone
lithology- with a high percentage or argillaceous material is remarkabl7
consistent in spite or local variations.

While this lithologic type

11&7 be related tectonicall7 to an unstable shell, changes appear not

to have been drastic over long periods or time.

The nodular or cobbly appearance or some zones, regarded as
typical or the Lenoir by most students or these rocks, is derived trom
the conceniiration of argill.aceous material. al.ong undulating .surfaces
(Figllre 26). This may be produced by organic remains on occasion but
in the main it remains a curious phenoaenon.

Contrast.ing clay-silt

verQU.s calcitic settling velocities possibly accounts for the rhythmic
nature or this lithology.

Fairly constant agitation placed these

components into temporary suspension traa which they settled.

In Zone

IV, where this feature is well developed, agitation may have accounted
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Figure 26. Argillaceous partings in the Lenoir Limestone. These clay
stringers are very common throughout the Lenoir. They are
especially well developed in Subzone IV a., the "Christiania
beds." The partings probably play an important role in the
development of soil and the Lenoir's characteristic weathered
appearance.
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tor sorting or the unitonnly-sized Christiania at one extreme and the
concentration or brachiopod shell mixtures at the other.
Suggestions tor Farther Investigation
During the course or this study a number of related and intimately associated problems were uncovered.

Since the purpose ot the

present study required concentration of interest on the main body of
the Lenoir Formation, some or the more important of these problems
are listed below for the purpose of emphasizing the need for further
studies in the area.
A continuing study or the Lenoir is a necessity before a:ny
concrete regional interpretations can be made.

Zones identified in

the study area should be traced to the north and south in the same
belt to determine their extent and racies relationships with other
regional units.

This should lead to study of adjacent belts in the

same manner.
More detailed fossil collections and measured sections are
needed. Only the grosser aspects of the former have been presented
in this study, and the range in thickness

investigated.

ot the zones must be

Specific fossil types, in particular Maclurites,

abound in the Lenoir and offer excellent opportunities for study or
large populations.
The Mosheim or lower "member• ot the Lenoir presents a number

ot interesting problems. The lithology is quite distinctive

in
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comparison to the Lenoir.

This in itself indicates a different set

or enviromental conditions and sedillentological controls.
stratigraphic occurrence or the Mosheim. is also or interest.

The

While

the Mosheim usually occurs at the base or the Lenoir, it was pointed
out in this thesis that it :may occur above typical Lenoir lithology.
The fauna.or the Mosheim., the origin or the curious birds-e19 calcite,
and the extent or an apparent erosional surface developed on it, all

pose interesting questions.

It has been noted that a Mosheilll litholou

occurs in the Ottoaee locally.
The relationship between the Lenoir and the Holston is very
puzzling.

There is some question, at least in the aind .ot the writer,

as to whether the contact between the two formations is abrupt or
gradational..

The presence of Lenoir-type lithology ill and above the

Holston needs further examination, as does Holston-type lithology in
the Mosheim, Ottosee, and Chapman Ridge.

Faunal links among all or

these are suspected and stratigraphic distinction may be-aore apparent
than real.
The close resemblance of the Ottosee to the Lenoir even to the
inclusion of Mosheilll-type limestone mentioned earlier-is of considerable
interest.

A repeated transgression or the Lenoir tacies- at -a later

tim.e or the deposition of somewhat similar sediments and the existence
of a similar fauna all under similar conditions may be represented.

In

this and all the problems discussed above, it is abundantly clear that
no single unit can be treated separately out of context with the entire
Middle Ordovician sequence in this area.
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An

interesting f'ootnote to the present study has been uncoftred

in the literature. Recently, Banks and Johnson (1957) have observed
the abundant occurrence of Girvanella (algae) am Maclurites in close
association in the Ordovician Gordon River Limestone of Ta811181lia.
The Maclurites are reported to occur usually with the fiat side downward and• in 1ll8D1' cases, seem to be encrusted by a strOJ1&toporoid.

Other f'ossils are not as common but include strophomenid brachiopods,
orthoconic cephalopods, and sponges. Thus, the Lenoir environmental
association appears to be a widespread phenomena or Ordovician seas.
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